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Abstract

In order to fulfil the explosive demand for convenient wireless data access, novel wire-

less technologies such as the multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) have widely been

used to improve the link reliability and capacity of wireless communication systems.

In recent years, a new MIMO technology named the spatial modulation (SM) has

attracted significant research interest due to its reported enhancement on the sys-

tem performance with the reasonable system complexity. Before a new technology

comes into real use, it is necessary to comprehensively evaluate its performance un-

der different scenarios. In this thesis, we investigate the performance of SM systems

under some important realistic scenarios for future wireless communications, such as

the vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V), the high-speed train (HST), and the massive MIMO

scenarios.

Firstly, the bit error rate (BER) performance of SM systems under a novel three-

dimensional (3D) geometry based stochastic model (GBSM) for V2V MIMO channels

is investigated by both theoretical analysis and system simulations. The impacts of

vehicle traffic density (VTD), Doppler effect, and 3D feature on the BER performance

of SM systems are thoroughly studied. In addition, other MIMO technologies, such

as the vertical Bell Labs layered space-time (V-BLAST), the Alamouti scheme are

compared with SM under different simulation settings.

Secondly, the BER performance of SM systems is studied under a non-stationary

wideband HST GBSM considering the non-ideal channel estimation case. The time-

varying behaviour of the channel and its impact on the performance of SM systems

are comprehensively investigated. The accurate theoretical BER expression of SM

systems under a non-stationary wideband HST channels with non-ideal channel esti-

mation is derived. A novel statistic property named stationary interval in terms of

the space-time correlation function (STCF) is introduced in order to clearly explain

all theoretical and simulation results.

Thirdly, the performance of SM systems is evaluated under a Kroneck-based massive

MIMO channel model. As a massive MIMO system employs large numbers of an-

tennas, antenna elements are distributed over a wide range. Thus, different antenna

elements may observe different sets of clusters. How this phenomenon affects the

performance of SM systems is investigated by considering a survival probability of

clusters, which abstracts the birth-death process of each cluster in the channel model.



Moreover, the performance of SM systems is also compared with that of other MIMO

technologies under the massive MIMO channel model.

In summary, all research works in this thesis have considered realistic MIMO channel

models, which are meaningful for the test, performance evaluation, and implementa-

tion of SM technology for future advanced wireless communications systems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Problem Statement

In 1896, Marconi made his first successful demonstration of transmitting radio signals

over the English channel [1]–[3]. This time is recognised as the beginning of the history

for modern wireless communications. Since that time, wireless communications have

greatly changed lives of human beings. Nowadays, if we look around, wireless com-

munications happen everywhere in our daily life. Our social manners and economical

behaviours are changing along with the evolution of wireless communications tech-

nologies. At the same time, continuous emerging demands of human beings become

the driving force behind the development of wireless communications.

Investigating the history of wireless communications, the first generation (1G) com-

mercial wireless communication system was established in 1980s, which supports the

voice communication service using the analogue cellular architecture. In 1991, the

second generation (2G) wireless communication system started to depute all over the

world, which is known as the Global System for Mobile communications (GSM). The

2G system is based on the digital cellular architecture, which can offer a better spec-

tral efficiency than the analogue system. Until today, the GSM system is still in

service all over the world. For the 1G and the early release of 2G systems, only voice

communication service is supported. There is no data service offered (in the later
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release of GSM system, very basic low-speed data service using general packet radio

service (GPRS) is supported). In order to fulfil the demand of high-speed wireless

data access, the third generation (3G) wireless communications system was launched

in 2001, which can support data services at the speed up to 2Mbps [3], [4]. In 2011,

the long term evolution advanced (LTE-A) standard was released as the fourth gen-

eration (4G) wireless communications standard [5]. Benefiting from using advanced

wireless technologies such as the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)

and multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO), the data rate for 4G systems can reach

up to 1Gbps for low mobility scenarios and 100Mbps for high mobility scenarios [5],

[6].

In recent years, caused by emerging mobile Internet based services [7], there is an

explosive growth in the demand of wireless network access. Furthermore, with the

development of devices networks which is also known as the Internet of things (IoT), it

is predicted that by 2020 there will be over 50 billions mobile devices connected to the

Internet [8]. The traffic of future wireless networks will be dramatically increasing,

and the limit of current 4G systems will be approached quickly. Therefore, it is

necessary to start the research on the fifth generation (5G) wireless communication

system immediately.

In principle, the standardisation work of 5G systems is expected to be finished by

2020. Currently, there is no certain and accurate definition of 5G systems. But in

academic and industry, there are wide agreements on the performance criterion of

5G systems [9], [10]. Compared with 4G systems, 5G systems should obtain 1000

times system capacity, 10 times spectral efficiency, energy efficiency and data rate,

the average throughput should be the 25 times level of current 4G systems, and there

should be a 5 times reduction in latency [9]–[11]. Besides, 5G systems should support

more novel communication scenarios such as the high-speed train (HST) scenario with

the operating speed up to 500 km/h [9].

In order to realise the miracle of 5G systems, some research projects on related top-

ics have been started. For example, the UK-China science bridge project: RD on

(B)4G wireless communications [12], which might be the first government-supported
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research project on 5G technologies. In Europe, supported by the 7th Framework

program (FP7), some research projects on 5G related research projects such as the

METIS project [13], and the 5GNOW [14] are in process now. In China, a number

of research projects on 5G wireless communications technologies are supported by

the government funding such as the National 863 key project [9]. Besides research

projects, there are also some predicted research on 5G technologies reported in [9]–[11],

[15]–[20]. For example, in [9], the authors present the potential cellular architecture

for the future 5G systems, in which different cellular architectures such as macrocells,

microcells, small cells, relays, and femtocells, are existing heterogeneously. It is also

pointed out that the indoor scenario and the outdoor scenario are completely isolated

in future 5G wireless communications systems. Besides novel cellular architectures,

various novel technologies will be employed to realise the performance criterion of 5G

systems. These technologies include the massive MIMO technology, millimetre wave

communications, visible light communications (VLC), cognitive radio networks, green

communications, and the spatial modulation (SM) technology [9]–[11], [15].

In aforementioned literatures [9]–[11], [15], SM has been introduced as a potential

technology for 5G wireless communications. Its basic idea is to activate single trans-

mit antenna at each time instant and use the antenna index to carry information. The

outstanding enhancement of SM in terms of system performance, spectral-energy effi-

ciency trade-off, and system complexity reduction, have been introduced in [21]–[23].

In order to be used by the 5G systems, it is necessary to investigate the performance

of SM under some important typical 5G scenarios. However, most research works of

SM so far are mainly carried out under some unrealistic assumptions using simple

channel models such as Rayleigh, Rician, Nakagami fading channels [24]–[28]. These

researches are not sufficient to support the use of SM in the future 5G systems.

1.2 Motivation

The motivation of this PhD project is to study the bit error rate (BER) performance

of the SM under some typical 5G scenarios using accurate channel models, and offer
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the solid theoretical support of using SM in future 5G systems. Referring to the

research statement of 5G systems, following typical 5G scenarios will be selected: 1)

the vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) scenario which reflects the research trend of device-to-

device (D2D) communications in 5G systems; 2) the HST scenario, which reflects

the research interest on wireless communications systems with high mobility; 3) the

Multiple-users (MU) massive MIMO scenario, which reflects one of the most attractive

potential 5G technologies, and the realistic challenges on the 5G wireless systems

development.

1.3 Contributions

The key contributions of this thesis are summarised as follows:

Research on SM over 2D and 3D V2V channel models

• Studied the BER performance of SM systems under a three-dimensional (3D)

narrowband V2V MIMO geometry-based stochastic channel model (GBSM).

The impact of the vehicle traffic density (VTD), the Doppler effect, and the

different impacts of 3D and two-dimensional (2D) V2V channel models were

investigated.

• Derived a tight closed-form upper bound of the theoretical average bit error rate

(ABER) of SM systems under a 3D narrowband V2V MIMO GBSM.

• Compared the BER performance of SM with other MIMO technologies include

the vertical Bell Labs layered space-time (V-BLAST) and the Alamouti schemes

under the realistic 3D V2V MIMO GBSM.

Research on SM over wideband HST MIMO channel models

• Studied the BER performance of SM systems under a non-stationary wideband

HST channel model. Further specified scenarios and time-varying parameters
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obtained from measurements are used. The non-ideal channel estimation was

also considered to make simulation results more realistic.

• Derived a tight closed-form upper bound of the theoretical ABER for SM sys-

tems under the non-stationary wideband HST MIMO GBSM assumed the non-

ideal channel estimation error.

• Proposed a novel statistic property named the stationary interval in terms of the

space-time correlation function (STCF) to describe the channel model’s time-

varying behaviour and to investigate the time varying BER performance of the

SM system.

Research on MU SM over massive MIMO channel models

• Studied the BER performance of MU-SM systems under a Kroneck-based stochas-

tic model (KBSM) for massive MIMO systems which considered the evolution

of clusters for each antennas.

• Derived a tight upper bound of the theoretical ABER of MU-SM systems us-

ing block diagonalisation (BD) precoding scheme under the KBSM for massive

MIMO systems.

• Compared the performance of different massive MIMO system solutions, in-

cludes the time-division multiple access (TDMA) SM system, the BD SM sys-

tem, the BD V-BLAST system, and the conventional channel inversion system.

1.4 Original Publications

The work presented in this thesis has led to the following publications:

Journals

1. Y. Fu, C.-X. Wang, Y. Yuan, R. Mesleh, H. M. Aggoune, M. M. Alwakeel, and

H. Hass, “BER performance of spatial modulation systems under 2D and 3D
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vehicle-to-vehicle channel models,” IEEE Trans. Veh. Technol., 2015, vol. , no.

99, pp. 1-7, July 2015. DOI: 10.1109/TVT.2015.2461638

2. Y. Fu, C.-X. Wang, A. Ghazal, e. H. M. Aggoune, and M. M. Alwakeel,“Performance

investigation of spatial modulation systems under non-stationary wideband high-

speed train channel models,” IEEE Trans. Wireless Commun., 2015, submitted

for publication.

3. Y. Fu, C.-X. Wang, S. Wu, X. F. Fang, and M.Di Renzo, “Performance inves-

tigation of spatial modulation systems under a Kronecker-based massive MIMO

channel model,” IEEE Trans. Veh. Technol., 2015, submitted for publication.

Conferences

1. Y. Fu, C.-X. Wang, R. M. Mesleh, X. Cheng, H. Haas, and Y. He, “A perfor-

mance study of spatial modulation technology under vehicle-to-vehicle channel

models”, in Proc. IEEE VTC’14-Spring, Seoul, South Korea, May 2014, pp. 1–

5.

Technical Reports

1. P. Chambers, X. Hong, N. Serafimovski, A. Younis, R. Mesleh, Z. Chen, Y.

Fu, W. Thompson, C.-X. Wang, H Haas, and M. Beach, “NI wireless testbed

solution for novel future generation communication systems,” 2012.

Graphical System Design Achievement Award (RF and Communica-

tions) presented by National Instruments in 2013.

1.5 Thesis Organisation

The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows:

Chapter 2 offers a literature review of the existing research on SM and channel mod-

elling for selected typical 5G scenarios. This chapter starts with the background
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information related to MIMO technologies. Following that, the principle, the research

history, and the latest research statement of SM are introduced sequentially. In the

second part of this chapter, some background knowledges regarding channel modelling

on V2V, HST, and massive MIMO scenarios are reviewed.

Chapter 3 investigates the BER performance of SM systems under a 3D V2V channel

model. This chapter starts with the introduction of the 3D V2V MIMO channel model

and essential statistical properties that affect the system performance. Following that,

the theoretical expression of the ABER for SM under the 3D V2V MIMO channel

model is derived. Finally, different simulation results are presented and analysed.

Chapter 4 focuses on the study of the BER performance of SM systems under a non-

stationary HST MIMO channel model. The non-stationary wideband HST MIMO

channel model and related important statistical properties including the novel non-

stationary statistic property are firstly introduced. Then, the error model to describe

the condition of the non-ideal channel estimation is proposed. The theoretical BER

expression for SM systems under the time-varying HST channel model assuming the

non-ideal channel estimation is derived. Finally, different simulation results are pre-

sented and analysed.

Chapter 5 presents the investigation of the BER performance of SM systems under a

KBSM of MU massive MIMO scenarios. It begins with an introduction of the system

architecture of MU SM systems using both the TDMA scheme and the BD precoding

scheme. The description of the KBSM for massive MIMO scenarios is given as the

following section. Then theoretical BER expressions for both TDMA-MU-SM system

and BD-MU-SM system under the massive MIMO channel model are derived. Finally,

different simulation results are presented and analysed.

Finally, Chapter 6 summarise the thesis and addresses some potential future research

direction on SM related topics.
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Chapter 2
Background

2.1 Spatial Modulation: A Novel MIMO Technol-

ogy

2.1.1 Overview

In past decades, in order to achieve the higher data rate and to increase the spectral

and the energy efficiency for wireless communication systems, the multiple antennas

technology which is also known as the MIMO technology has been widely used by

advanced wireless communication systems [22], [29]–[31].

In general, existing MIMO technologies can be classified into the following two cate-

gories [22], [31]. In the first category, multiplexing gain is achieved through the spatial

multiplexing, where multiple independent signal streams are transmitted through dif-

ferent antennas at the same time instant [22], [31]. The Bell labs layered space-time

architecture (BLAST) [32] is a typical example of the spatial multiplexing. Spatial

multiplexing systems can obtain an extremely high data rate under promising chan-

nel environments. However, its performance suffers significantly from severe channel

conditions, such as the high spatial correlation, and also from the existence of the
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inter-channel-interference (ICI) [22]. The second widely used category of MIMO tech-

nologies is the space-time-coding (STC) [22], [31], which improves the reliability of

the system by maximising the spatial diversity. The Alamouti scheme [33] is a typical

example of this category. For the STC technology, redundant data are transmitted

through different antennas in order to improve the system’s reliability. However, the

major problem of STC technology is the limited spectral efficiency [34], where even

for a full diversity STC system, the maximum spectral efficiency is only one symbol

per time instant.

In order to solve these unpleasant issues of existing MIMO technologies, many new

ideas of MIMO system have been investigated. In recent years, SM was treated

as a novel MIMO technology and has attracted lots of research interest due to its

enhancement on spectral efficiency and the reasonable system complexity. The basic

idea for SM is that at each time instant, only one antenna is activated. The index

of the active antenna becomes a resource to carry information. Benefiting from this

extra resource, SM can obtain a relatively high spectral efficiency with low-order

modulation schemes [22]. Besides, as only one antenna is used to transmit at each

time instant, the ICI problem is entirely avoided and simple receiver algorithms can

be employed [22]–[24].

2.1.2 The Principle of Spatial Modulation Technology

In Fig. 2.1, principles of these three MIMO technologies are illustrated. Compared

with other MIMO technologies, the most unique characteristic of SM is that only one

antenna is used to transmit data at each time instant, and at the same time, antenna

indexes are used to carry information [22]. In order to implement this setting, the

system should be designed as follows: let us assume a SM system with Nt trans-

mit antennas and Nr receive antennas, and the M -quadrature-amplitude modulation

(QAM)/phase-shift keying (PSK) modulation scheme is used as the digital modu-

lator. The bits stream is divided into two parts, the first log2(Nt) bits are carried

by the antenna index, which are also used for antenna selection. The other log2(M)

bits are transmitted by the digital modulated symbol. Thus at each time instant,
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Figure 2.1: Principle diagrams of three MIMO technologies: (1) spatial multi-
plexing; (2) spatial diversity; (3) SM. [23]

m = log2(Nt) + log2(M) bits are transmitted, where m is the spectral efficiency of

the SM system in bits/symbol.

The block diagram of the SM system under wireless fading channels is shown in Fig.

2.2. A MIMO system using 4 transmit antennas and 4PSK/4QAM modulation scheme

is considered in this figure. Let us assume the bits sequence 0001 is transmitted. At

the transmitter (Tx) side, the first two bits 00 will be carried by the antenna index and

also used to select Tx1 as the transmit antenna. The other two bits 01 are mapped

to the modulated symbol S2 based on the constellation diagram. In Tab. 2.1, the

mapping rule for the system using 4 transmit antennas and 4PSK/4QAM modulation

schemes are illustrated. Then, the symbol is radiated by the antenna Tx1 through the

channel H . At the Rx side, the active transmit antenna and the transmitted symbol

S2 are estimated and used to retrieve the binary message [24].

Let S denote the transmit vector at the Tx side, which is a vector with the dimension

of Nt × 1. At each time instant, as there is only one Tx antenna activated, S can be
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Figure 2.2: Block diagram of Spatial Modulation system under mobile fading
channels.

Table 2.1: SM mapping table for Nt = 4 and M = 4.

Input
Bits

Antenna
Index

Transmit
Symbol

Input
Bits

Antenna
Index

Transmit
Symbol

0000 1 +1+j 1000 3 +1+j
0001 1 -1+j 1001 3 -1+j
0010 1 -1-j 1010 3 -1-j
0011 1 +1-j 1011 3 +1-j
0100 2 +1+j 1100 4 +1+j
0101 2 -1+j 1101 4 -1+j
0110 2 -1-j 1110 4 -1-j
0111 2 +1-j 1111 4 +1-j

further expressed as S = [0, 0, .., S, ..0, 0]TNt , where [.]T denotes transpose operation.

At the Rx, the received Nr × 1 vector y(t) can be written as:

y(t) = H(t, τ)⊗ S(t) + n (2.1)

where ⊗ denotes the convolution operation, n is the Nr × 1 complex additive white

Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector, with real and imaginary parts both having a double-

sided power spectral density equal to N0/2 [22]. In addition, H(t, τ) is the Nr ×

Nt channel matrix, which is composed with the channel impulse response elements

hq,p (t, τ) , q = 1...Nr, p = 1...Nt.

In this system, the Tx and the Rx are assumed with the perfect synchronisation

on time and frequency. At the Rx side, the index of the active transmit antenna

and the modulation symbol at this particular time instant can be detected using
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different receiver algorithms. Let us assume the optimum maximum likelihood (ML)

detector proposed in [24] is employed to estimate the transmit antenna index p̂ and the

transmitted data symbol ŝ , using the estimated channel matrix Hest. The receiver

will compare all possible options with the received vector, and selected the one with

the minimum Euclidean distance difference as the final results. This procedure is

described in 2.2 as

[
p̂, k̂
]

= arg min
p,k

(
‖y −Hest ⊗ Sk‖2

F

)
, p ∈ {1 : NT} and k ∈ {1 : M} , (2.2)

where ‖·‖F denotes the Frobenius norm. M is the modulation order.

2.1.3 Advantages and Drawbacks of SM

Due to the special system structure, there are some potential advantages of SM com-

pared with conventional MIMO technologies, which can be highlighted as follows [23]

1. Lower cost in the system construction. As at each time instant, a SM system

only activates one transmit antenna, it only needs one radio frequency (RF)

chain. In this case, a system can be established with single RF chain with

multiple antenna elements. The cost of SM systems is much lower than that of

conventional MIMO systems which should use multiple RF chains.

2. Simpler transmitter design. Due to only single antenna is active, it not necessary

to consider the complex synchronisation algorithm.

3. Simpler receiver design. As only one antenna is activated for each time instant,

the system is total ICI free. The ML -optimum performance can be achieved at

the cost of single-stream decoding complexity [24].

4. Higher spectral efficiency than space-time block code (STBC) MIMO and single-

input-multiple-output (SIMO) systems, as some data can be carried by the

antenna index.
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5. Better energy efficiency performance. SM uses only a single RF chain but multi-

ple antennas to obtain the multiplex gain. As the consumed power only depends

on the number of RF chains rather than the antenna number, the consumed en-

ergy of SM system is lower than conventional MIMO systems.

On the other hand, there are some drawbacks that SM suffers and some challenges

should be carefully taken into account for the future widely use of SM.

1. Lower throughput than spatial multiplex systems. The throughput of spatial

multiplexing systems is increased in the linear relation with the number of an-

tennas (also the number of RF chains). While for SM, its throughput increases

at the ratio of the logarithm of antenna numbers. Thus, when it uses the same

number of antennas, the throughput of SM is lower than that of the spatial

multiplexing system. However, this drawback can be solved by the combina-

tion of SM with massive MIMO technologies. For spatial multiplexing systems,

considering the system complexity, it is hard to use extremely large number

of antennas, while SM can establish massive MIMO systems using extremely

large number of antenna elements with the acceptable complexity. In this case,

SM can achieve comparable throughput as the spatial multiplexing, but with a

better performance in the system complexity and the energy efficiency.

2. Fast switching of antenna elements. As SM uses multiple antennas with the sin-

gle RF chain, a sufficiently quick switcher which can operate at least at the data

symbol rate will be employed. Design and produce these high-speed switcher

(frequency over 10 GHz) is the most critical part for the SM transmitter design,

especially when combining SM with the massive MIMO and the millimetre wave

technologies.

3. Sensitive to propagation environments. The performance of SM is highly de-

termined by the propagation environments. As some data are encoded in the

antenna index, the receiver will decoding this part of data rely on the difference

of sub-channels. Thus, SM can achieve a good performance under low corre-

lated channels, which are scenarios with weak line-of-sight (LoS) paths and rich
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scattering. However, under 5G systems, this condition is hard to be fulfilled.

As 5G systems will use some high frequency spectrum, lots of communications

will occur in a short range, where there are strong LoS propagations and lack of

scatterings, thus the channel are highly correlated. How to achieve a promising

performance using SM in these scenarios is a big challenge.

2.1.4 The History of SM Research: A Survey

It is noticed that SM has attracted lots of research interest in recent years. However,

SM is actually a technology with a more than 10 years history. Its history can be

tracked back to 2001. In [35], a modulation concept called the space modulation

was introduced. Its idea is to carry information through the difference of signals

transmitted by different antennas, which is very similar to the conventional SM.

In 2004, the literature [36] was published, in which the SM was described as “a channel

hopping technique”. In the Fig. 1 of [36], the principle of SM was illustrated, the

information to be transmitted is divided into two streams, the first stream is carried

by the modulation symbol while the other is carried by activating a selective antenna.

In 2005, Mesleh et al. proposed a modulation scheme in [37]. The aim of this work

was to propose a ICI free framework for MIMO systems. In the proposed framework,

the ICI problem is solved by using a single antenna to transmit signals at each time

instant, while some information are encoded to the antenna switch process. This is

exactly what is known as SM for nowadays. In this paper, the author also pointed out

that the proposed scheme can obtain a better BER performance compared with the

V-BLAST systems. And the receiver complexity is lower than the V-BLAST system.

In 2006, the same authors further extended the work in [37] by combining SM with

the OFDM technology in [38]–[41], and the word “spatial modulation” is used for the

first time. From that time, spatial modulation is used to identify the new MIMO

scheme.
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In 2008, two years after the name of “spatial modulation” was given, the first remark-

able key reference that comprehensively concluded existing researches on SM was

published as [22]. In this paper, a two-step receiver algorithm with a low-complexity

was proposed. It was also the first time that the performance of SM was compared

with the spatial multiplexing and the Alamouti code scheme. The advantages of SM

both in the system performance and the system complexity compared with conven-

tional MIMO technologies were announced. At the same year, in [24], the authors

presented a ML-optimum demodulator which can jointly estimate the active antenna

index and the transmitted symbol using the maximum likelihood algorithm. Com-

pared with the algorithm proposed in [22], the BER performance of the system in [24]

was better with the cost of higher complexity.

From that time point, SM has become a well-know MIMO technology and attracted

significant research interest. In December 2011, the first survey paper on SM was

published as [21]. In [42], SM and the space shift keying (SSK) were surveyed as

members of MIMO technologies family. The most comprehensive survey work was

carried by Renzo et al. in [23], and there are corresponding tutorials presented on

IEEE Wireless Communications and Networking Conference 2013 and IEEE Vehicular

Technology Conference 2013.

Besides the aforementioned research on the theoretical knowledge of SM, following

milestones should be highlighted. In [43], the performance of SM was firstly inves-

tigated under realistic channel models from measurements, and the concept of using

SM for massive MIMO system (expressed as the large-scale MIMO) was introduced

and investigated as a novel point of this paper .

In [44], for the first time in the world, SM was implemented in a hardware testbed at

Heriot-Watt University (see Fig. 2.3). In order to realise this system in the testbed,

some further developments are carried out in this work. For example, the frame

structure must be redesigned which should consider the synchronisation, the signal-

to-noise ratio calculation, the pilots for channel estimation and the zero paddings to

avoid the inter frame interference.
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Figure 2.3: The hardware testbed of HWU for SM practical implementation [44].

Figure 2.4: The real time demonstration of SM [12].

In 2012, a real-time demonstration of SM system related to this work was given in

the UK-China science bridge [12] workshop, which is the first time in the world that

SM is implemented in a real-time hardware testbed.

2.1.5 Investigation on the BER Performance of SM

As an important performance metric for wireless communication systems, the BER

performance of SM system has been widely investigated in past years, related results
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can be found in [22], [24]–[28], [45]–[57]. The main goal of these studies can be con-

cluded as following aspects: 1) to investigate the impact of wireless fading channels

on the system performance of SM technology; 2) to identify suitable channel envi-

ronments that SM can be employed to improve the performance of wireless MIMO

communication systems; 3) to find new ideas that can improve the performance of

SM systems. In [45], the first attempt to investigate the BER performance of SM was

introduced. In [22], the same author further extended this work to a OFDM SM sys-

tem. In this two references, the framework to compute the theoretical BER expression

of the two-step detector under Rayleigh fading channels was proposed. In [47], this

framework was used to study the theoretical BER of SM systems under Nakagami-m

channel models. In [24], [25], the theoretical framework to study the BER performance

of SM systems under Rayleigh fading channels using the ML-optimum receiver algo-

rithm was proposed. In this framework, it was pointed out that the error probability

performance of SM systems is mainly determined by the Euclidean distance of pairs

of channel impulse responses. In [46], the author investigated the BER performance

for SM under correlated Rician fading channels. The theoretical error probability

expression was derived using the union-bound-based method, and the random matrix

theory was used to compute the pairwise error probability. The similar research was

also reported in [50].

In [24], [55]–[57], coding works were involved to improve the performance of SM sys-

tem. In [24], the bit interleaved coded modulation (BICM) aided scheme were in-

vestigated. And in [55]–[57], the Trellis-coded scheme was considered to improve the

system performance under correlated channel models. In all of these literatures, the-

oretical BER expressions were derived correspondingly using the similar method, and

this methodology was also applicable to other convolution coding frameworks.

For a SM system, when it only uses antenna index to carry information, the system

becomes a SSK-MIMO system. The study on the BER performance of SSK systems

is also meaningful to the SM system. In [27], [28], [51], [53], the BER performance

of SSK-MIMO systems was investigated by both simulation and theoretical analysis

under correlated Nakagami-m and Rician fading channels. From these studies, it can
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be observed that the BER performance of SSK system was mainly affected by the

difference between pairs of channel impulse responses, which can also be reflected by

the correlation between sub channels. Under the correlated Rician fading channel,

it can be found that the performance of SSK system became worse when the K

factor increasing. This behaviour was opposite to conventional MIMO systems, whose

performance were usually improved with the increase of the K factor. This fact clearly

showed that SSK (and SM) and other MIMO technologies can be combining used

under different propagation conditions to improve the system performance.

In [26], the BER framework of SSK systems proposed in [27], [28], [51], [53] was

extended to SM systems under different generalised fading channels. In this work,

the author pointed out that existing BER theoretical frame works were with some

limitations such as: 1) neglect different roles played by the spatial and the signal

modulation on the BER performance of SM systems, 2) not sufficiently accurate for

cases of high order modulation scheme and small numbers of antennas. Thus, an

improved theoretical BER upper bound was proposed in this literature that classified

error conditions into three terms: 1) errors only occur in the signal modulation part;

2) errors only occur in the spatial modulation part; 3) errors occur in both parts. From

the comparison between the theoretical and the simulation results, the high accuracy

of this BER framework under wide ranges of mobile fading channels was announced.

Besides, in this work, some novel conclusions were presented. 1) SM system can

obtain better performance when using PSK modulation schemes compared with using

QAM schemes, which was in contrast to the conventional understanding. This is an

important finding as it gives a guideline to establish the system. This finding can

highly benefit the latest research on using constant-envelope modulation schemes for

massive MIMO systems, which aimed to decrease the system complexity and improve

the energy efficiency. 2) Theoretical and simulation results indicates that under the

same system data rate, different system settings of allocation of informations bits on to

the signal constellation and the spatial constellation diagram can result in significantly

different system performance. For each condition, there is an optimal point which is

mainly determined by the fading characteristic of wireless channel.
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2.1.6 Spatial Modulation: Towards 5G

In recent years, there are fruitful achievements in the research of SM that related to

the 5G system development. In this section, we selected some of the most meaningful

achievements that reflect the latest trend of the 5G research such as the relay network,

VLC and green communications.

2.1.6.1 Generalised Spatial Modulation

For conventional SM systems, as only one antenna is activated at each time instant,

the number of antennas should be limited to powers of two. This restriction limits

the efficiency of antenna elements use and the flexibility of the system construction.

In [58], [59], the concept of the generalised SM was proposed, its basic idea is to use

antenna sets rather than single antenna index to carry information. By using this idea,

more than one antenna can be activated at each time instant, the achievable spectral

efficiency can be further improved, and the ICI free benefit can be still preserved at

the same time. However, compared with the conventional SM, the system complexity

of the generalised spatial modulation is higher as it needs more operations for the

demodulation work at the Rx side.

For the generalised SM, as there are more than one antennas can be activated, some

researchers tried to combine SM with other MIMO technologies in order to take ad-

vantages of both while avoiding their drawbacks. In [60], the authors attempted to

combine the generalised SM with the spatial multiplexing in order to further improve

the data rate of the system. The basic idea for this system is to transmit multiple

different symbols from multiple selected antennas, and the set of selected antennas

can also used to encode informations at the same time. The main advantage of this

idea is a much higher system data rate, however, the cost of this improvement is the

highly increased system complexity and the ICI. In [61], the idea of the generalised SM

was combined with the STBC . The principle of this new combination is to transmit

STBC streams from selected pairs of antennas. Besides data bits encoded in STBC

streams, some data bits are encoded in antenna selection sets. Thus, the normalised
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system data rate is more than one symbol per time slot. In order to obtain the maxi-

mum diversity gain, some optimisation were used to the STBC constellation scheme.

For example, some rotation angles were involved to achieve the diversity gain. From

simulation results proposed in this paper, the system performance of this generalised

SM-STBC system are still comparable with the ML-optimum performance of conven-

tional SM systems. And it can offer better performance compared with conventional

STBC schemes with the cost of increasing RF elements but not RF chains.

Besides these aforementioned attempts of generalised SM, there were also some re-

searchers tried to break the limitation of antenna numbers that should be in the

powers of two by using flexible numbers of antennas and RF chains. One typical so-

lution was reported in [62], in which an encode algorithm relies on the application of

the module conversion to achieve a flexible data rate was reported. However, due to

use module conversion based encode algorithm, there was a error propagation effort.

This problem was solved in [63] by using the bits padding method to avoid the error

propagation effect.

2.1.6.2 Spatial Modulation for Green Communications

For 5G systems, the green communications is an import issue. It is expected that the

5G systems can achieve 10 times higher spectral and energy efficiency compared with

4G systems. As a potential 5G wireless communication technology, the performance

of SM in terms of spectral and energy efficiency has widely been investigated.

It was reported in [22] and [23] that by employing numbers of antennas but only a few

RF chains, a SM system can benefit from the MIMO structure as other conventional

MIMO technologies, but with other advantages such as the lower system complexity

and the better spectral-energy efficiency. Thus, at the same time the energy consump-

tion from RF chains and the amplifiers can be significantly decrease. On the other

hand, when combined SM with other MIMO technologies, the spectral and energy ef-

ficiency of conventional MIMO can be improved by encoding information to antenna

indexes and activating fewer antennas and RF chains.
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In [64], [65], the potential energy-efficiency enhancement of SM was investigated. In

this work, the consumption power model proposed by the Europe project Energy

Aware Radio and neTwork tecHnologies (EARTH) [66] was considered. For this

power model, it was assumed that the static power assumption of a MIMO system

is increased linearly with the increase of the number of active RF chains. For this

work, the energy efficiency of BSs using SM and conventional MIMO technologies

were compared in different scenarios. From proposed simulation results, the advan-

tage of SM in energy efficiency was highlighted, especially under medium throughput

cases. Considering high throughput cases, the spatial multiplex can have superior

performance due to SM in this work only used very small numbers of antennas. If the

system equips with large numbers of antenna elements (not RF chains), the energy

efficiency of SM system can be further improved.

In [67], the authors designed an energy-efficient transmission scheme using the SSK-

MIMO principle. The basic idea of this work is to use the nonequiprobable signalling

alphabet, which means low-power modulated symbols are used for transmitting more

frequently. Besides, the authors investigated the optimisation of the system for mini-

mum the achievable average symbol power consumption, some import practical issues

were considered includes the spectral efficiency, the error performance and the system

complexity. As the general-SSK scheme was also considered in this work, the number

of active RF chains were investigated to optimise the system energy efficiency.

2.1.6.3 Spatial Modulation in Relay and Distributed Wireless Networks

For 5G systems, one of its basic ideas is to isolate indoor scenarios and outdoor

scenarios [9]. In order realise this idea, different relays and distributed networks will

be used. Indeed, the combination of these technologies with SM will further benefit the

development of 5G wireless communication systems in terms of the energy efficiency

and the spectrum efficiency [23]. On the research of SM combining with relays and

distributed wireless networks, there are the following highlighted achievements.
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In [68], a dual-hop relay system was considered. In this system, all devices were

equipped with multiple antennas, and SM was considered as the MIMO scheme. Under

the demodulate-and-forward (DF) protocol, the DF-SM relay system demonstrated a

improvement on end-to-end error probability compared with conventional DF relay

systems. The analytic study on this topic can also be found in [69], [70].

In [71], a distributed relay network was proposed, which also used the DF protocol.

The communication between the source and relays were conventional wireless links. At

the relay, the cyclic redundancy checking (CRC) was used to detect errors at the relay

and determine whether the relay processing continue. Then the corrected data will

be re-encoded and sent to the user using the space-time shift keying (STSK), which

is similar to SM. Involved the CRC can eliminate the error that happened due to

the relay. In [72], this work was further extended, where multi-carrier code-division

multiple access (MC-CDMA) was used to avoid the interferences between different

users.

In [73], the authors proposed a two-phase relay scheme in order to enhance the

throughput of the system by achieving the diversity gain. In the first phase, which

was named as the listening phase, the resource broadcasts data to both the destina-

tion and numbers of relays. On the second phase named the cooperative phase, the

resource still transmits the same data, and relays will decode received data of phase

one, and transmit to the destination using SM-MIMO principle. From simulation

result in this paper, it can be observed that the proposed two-phase relay scheme can

further improve the system throughput.

In [74], the concept of the distributed space shift keying (DSSK) was investigated

under a relay network for the uplink scenario. The major contribution of this work

is proposing an optimal demodulator for the receiver which was with the ability to

correct decoding errors of the relay process. From simulation results, it can be found

that this solution can offer the better diversity gain compared with other solutions.

The similar work was carried out in [75], while the concept was used in a half-duplex

relay system in order to improve the achievable bandwidth efficiency.
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2.1.6.4 Spatial Modulation for Visible Light Communications

In order to solve the spectrum resource shortage problem, offer much wider available

bandwidth for future wireless systems. Some unexplored spectrum resources have been

considered in 5G systems. As a promising complementary for RF communications,

the VLC has been widely investigated. For a VLC system, optical elements such as

light-emitting diodes (LEDs) rather than antennas were used to transmit data, and

an achievable data rate of 3.5 Gb/s using a single LED component has been reported

in [9].

The idea of combining VLC with SM has attracted lot of research interest in recent

years. In [76], the concept of combining SM with VLC was proposed. Similar to the RF

SM, some data are carried by the index of LED components while some are represented

by the intensity level of the light rather than modulated symbols. Simulation results

were obtained using a ray-tracing based channel model for VLC. From these results,

it can be observed that without optimising positions of transmit and receive elements,

the system seriously suffered from highly correlated channels and resulted in the poor

performance. By increasing the number of receive elements and applying channel

coding, the system performance can be significantly improved. Compared with other

VLC modulation schemes, the proposed optical SM scheme can offer a better trade-off

in terms of the system performance, the system complexity and the energy efficiency.

The similar research was carried out in [77], which further investigated the influence

of the alignment of LED elements position. It can be observed that the aligned system

shows a significant enhancement in terms of the bandwidth and the energy usage.

In [78], a combination of the SSK-MIMO scheme and the pulse position modulation

(PPM) was proposed. From the Tx, PPM pulse patterns rather than the constant light

power (for SSK) or light of modulated intensity levels (for conventional VLC) were

transmitted. This combination can benefit from both the superior energy efficiency

enhancement of PPM technology and the advantage of low system complexity for SSK

systems. Simulation results indicate that compared with conventional SSK and other

VLC schemes, the proposed system demonstrated the enhanced performance.
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In [79], the authors comprehensively compared the performance of different MIMO

schemes used in VLC systems. From these proposed results, it can be observed that

SM can offer more robustness to the high correlation among sub paths. A significantly

improved spectral efficiency can be achieved by SM especially at low SNR cases. Under

conditions of highly correlated channels, the performance of SM can be improved by

using the power imbalance technology as it can mitigate the correlation effect. Over

all, this work demonstrated that the performance of VLC systems can be enhanced

by using MIMO technologies such as SM.

2.2 Wireless channel modelling for 5G scenarios

Compared with conventional wired communication systems, wireless communication

systems suffer more challenges due the propagate media, which is known as the wire-

less channel. In wireless channels, the signal suffers from the multipath effect as the

result of reflection diffraction and scattering phenomena occur during its propaga-

tion [80]. For the Rx, in order to recover the data from received multiple copies of the

original signal which also combined with the interference and noise, it should care-

fully consider the fading issue of wireless channels. Thus, for designing and testing

wireless communication technologies, channel models that accurately represents the

propagation environments of the real world is important.

For different scenarios, their channel characteristics are significantly different. Thus,

their channel models should be designed considering different propagation issues. In

future 5G systems, as more novel technologies will be used and more scenarios will be

considered, there are more challenges on the development of channel models for 5G

systems.

In this PhD project, as three typical 5G scenarios are considered, correspondingly, we

will firstly give a review on channel modelling works on V2V, HST and MU-massive

MIMO scenarios.
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2.2.1 Channel modelling for V2V scenarios: from 2D to 3D

Compared with conventional fix-to-mobile (F2M) communications, the biggest chal-

lenge in V2V communications is the severe environment caused by the fast movement

of both the Tx and the Rx. In order to design and test V2V communication tech-

nologies, channel models that can accurately represent the propagation characteristic

of V2V communication environments should be developed.

Among various channel modelling methodologies, regular-shaped geometry-based stochas-

tic models (RS-GBSMs) are widely used due to their flexibility and convenience for

the theoretical analysis [81]– [82]. The first V2V RS-GBSM was proposed by Akki

and Haber in [81], which is a two-dimensional (2D) two-ring narrowband single-input

single-output (SISO) Rayleigh fading channel with the assumption of isotropic scat-

tering and only double bounced rays. Since then, various V2V RS-GBSMs [83]–[86]

have been developed.

In order to more accurately model the propagation characteristic of V2V scenarios,

some researchers have tried to propose 3D V2V channel models [87], [82]. In the 3D

channel model, the propagation of signals in the elevation plane is also considered.

And compared with 2D channel models, 3D models are more accurate in representing

the fading characteristic as they offer more flexibility due to the extended propagate

dimension. One important 3D model has been proposed in [87] by Yuan et al. , it is a

novel 3D V2V RS-GBSM which includes an elliptic-cylinder and two spheres combin-

ing the LoS component, single-bounced (SB), and double-bounced (DB) components

for the non-isotropic scattering case. It is also the first 3D V2V channel model that

can accurately capture the effect of VTD on statistic properties of the channel. In

Chapter III, this channel model will be used to test the performance of SM technology.
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2.2.2 Channel modelling for HST scenarios: from WSS to

non-stationary

Research work for channel measurements and channel modelling on HST scenarios

can be found in [88]–[93]. For most of these aforementioned channel modelling work,

in order to reduce the complexity, these channel models are assumed to fulfil the

wide-sense stationary (WSS) assumption. However, as the speed of nowadays HST

can easily reach over 300 km/h, the WSS assumption is not sufficiently accurate for

HST channel modelling. This viewpoint has been proved by the measurement data

of [94]. It is necessary to propose non-stationary channel models for designing and

testing wireless communication technologies applied for HST communication systems.

The first non-stationary RS-GBSM for HST scenarios was proposed by Ghazal et

al. in [95], [96], which represents the non-stationary behaviour by considering the

distance between the Tx and the Rx as time-varying. In [97], this model was further

improved by involving more time-varying parameters such as angles of arrival (AoAs)

and angles of departure (AoDs). Compared with conventional channel models for low

mobility scenarios, it can be found that the proposed HST channel model in [97] is with

significantly different fading features and can accurately represent the characteristic

of HST channels. This channel model is used to investigate the BER performance of

SM systems in Chapter IV of this PhD thesis.

2.2.3 Channel modelling for massive MIMO scenarios: from

sharing the same set of clusters to clusters evolution

Been treated as a promising technology for 5G wireless communications systems, the

massive MIMO technology has attracted lots of research interest in recent years [98]–

[101]. For designing and testing massive MIMO technologies, channel models for

massive MIMO scenarios is important. And this topic has attracted some research

interest in recent years.
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One nature manner to develop massive MIMO channel models is to extend conven-

tional small scale MIMO channel models to massive MIMO. Related works have been

reported in [102]–[106]. In these literatures, [102] and [103] are massive MIMO chan-

nel models extended from independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) channel mod-

els, [104] and [105] are optimised KBSM, [106] are proposed from conventional MIMO

GBSM.

However, for a massive MIMO system, as large numbers of antennas are distributed

over a wide range, different antenna elements may observe different sets of clusters.

Measurement results in [107], [108] have proved this observation. Thus, aforemen-

tioned channel models are not accurate for massive MIMO scenarios.

The geometry-based stochastic models proposed in [109], [110] by Wu et al. are the

first serial of channel models that considered the evolution of clusters, and there-

fore they can accurately capture the characteristics of massive MIMO channels. The

drawbacks of these models are their high complexity which make it is not easy to use

these channel models especially for further theoretical analysis. In [111], a KBSM

for massive MIMO channel is presented by the same author. This channel model has

considered the evolution of clusters for each antenna element using a survival prob-

ability matrix. This matrix is the abstraction of the birth-death process of clusters.

This channel model is a KBSM, it is easy to be used for theoretical analysis. Due to

its good balance in accuracy and complexity. It is used to test the performance of

massive MIMO SM systems in Chapter V of this PhD thesis.

2.3 Summary

In this chapter, we have given a survey on the research of SM systems and channel

modelling on some important 5G scenarios. From this survey, we can find that as

an attractive MIMO technology, the research on SM have been widely carried out

in different direction and topics for long time. Benefited form its single RF chain-

multiple antenna MIMO structure, SM shows some attractive advantages such as the

low system complexity and the high spectral energy efficiency when compared with
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other conventional MIMO technologies. However, there are some drawbacks can not

be neglected, which could be the future research direction to SM.

As a potential 5G technology, the research on SM regrading 5G systems development

also have got fruitful achievements. Large number of technical papers on the develop-

ment of SM for future 5G systems have been published. These papers cover important

5G issues such as the generalised SM, SM for green communications, SM in relay and

distributed MIMO networks and Sm for VLC systems.

In 5G systems, some new communication scenarios will emerge. The channel mod-

elling work for 5G communication systems is an important part of the research on 5G.

Based on our survey, we can find some meaningful achievements in this topic, which

will be helpful to the development of 5G technologies.

In this PhD thesis, these research works are clearly classified and surveyed. Based on

the survey, a clear and deep understating to the research of SM and channel modelling

for 5G scenarios is buried in my mind. Finally, the investigation of SM under different

realistic 5G channel models is selected as the research focus of this PhD project.
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BER Performance of Spatial Modulation

Systems Under 3D V2V MIMO Channel

Models

3.1 Introduction

For 5G wireless systems, it is predicted that D2D communications will contribute

most of the data traffic. As an important D2D issue, V2V communications have been

treated as a hot research topic in recent years [112]. With multiple antennas equipped

on the vehicle, MIMO technologies can be widely used by V2V communications for

safety devices, ad hoc peer-to-peer networks and intelligent transportation systems

[87], [112].

Compared with conventional F2M communications, the biggest challenge in V2V

communications is the severe environment caused by the fast movement of both the

Tx and Rx. And due to the special working environment for V2V communication

systems, the physical layer transmit technologies should fulfil following requirements.

1) The system should be with high robustness, especially have good performance under

the high VTD case. 2) Low system complexity and high spectral- energy efficiency.
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In recent years, SM has attracted significant research interests due to its report en-

hancement in this system performance metrics, which indicates it a promising tech-

nology for V2V communications. In order to prove its advantages, it is necessary to

investigate its performance under the potential working scenarios.

However, the BER performance of SM has so far mainly been investigated for some

simple F2M channels such as Rayleigh, Rician, and Nakagami fading channels [22],

[25], [26], [113]. In [114], the BER performance of SM systems was first studied under a

simple 2D V2V MIMO channel model, which is a two-ring V2V RS-GBSM containing

only DB components without considering the LoS component and SB components

[85]. To the best of the author’s knowledge, there is no relevant study on the BER

performance of SM systems under more realistic 3D V2V MIMO channel models. To

fulfil the research gap, this chapter investigates the BER performance of SM systems

using the 3D V2V MIMO channel model in [87] with different VTD scenarios and

system settings. The major contributions of this work are summarized as follows.

1. The BER performance of SM systems under the 3D V2V MIMO channel model

was investigated with different channel configurations and system settings.

2. A tight closed-form upper bound of the theoretical average BER (ABER) for

SM systems under a 3D V2V RS-GBSM was derived.

3. Different impacts of 3D and 2D V2V MIMO channel models on the BER per-

formance of SM systems were studied.

4. BER performance of SM systems is compared with that of other MIMO tech-

nologies (spatial diversity and spatial multiplexing) under the realistic 3D V2V

channel model.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, the 3D V2V

MIMO channel model and some important statistical properties are described. The

theoretical expression of the ABER for SM under the 3D V2V MIMO channel model is

derived in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4, numerical and simulation results are presented

and analysed. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 3.5.
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Figure 3.1: The 3D V2V RS-GBSM combining a two-sphere model and an elliptic-
cylinder model (only the detailed geometry of LoS components and single-bounced

rays in the elliptic-cylinder model). [81]

3.2 The 3D V2V MIMO Channel Model

In order to test the BER performance of SM systems, the narrowband 3D V2V MIMO

channel model proposed in [87] by Yuan et al. is used in this work. In this model,

the propagation environment is assumed to be a conventional urbane scenario. Along

with the road, there are some fixed scatters such as buildings and trees. Two cars

are assumed to move toward each other. Both cars are equipped with multiple omi-

direction antennas at the top of cars.

The channel model consists of both LoS and Non-LoS components. For Non-Los

components, they can be further classified as SB rays representing signals reflected

only once during the propagation process and DB rays representing signals reflected

more than once. This channel model is a RS-GBSM, where effective scatters are

assumed to distribute on regular geometric shapes. In this channel model, two types

of scatters are assumed. The first type is the stationary scatters such as buildings and

trees which are abstracted as an elliptic-cylinder. The second type considers moving

scatters, such as other vehicles which are abstracted and located on two spheres around

the Tx and Rx.
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Figure 3.2: The detailed geometry of the single- and double-bounced rays in the
two-sphere model of the proposed 3D V2V RS-GBSM.[81]

Table 3.1: Definition of parameters in Figs. 1 and 2. [81]

D distance between the centres of the Tx and Rx spheres

RT , RR radius of the Tx and Rx spheres, respectively

a, f semi-major axis and half spacing between two foci of the elliptic-cylinder, respectively

δT , δR antenna element spacing at the Tx and Rx, respectively

θT , θR orientation of the Tx and Rx antenna array in the x-y plane, respectively

ϕT , ϕR elevation of the Tx and Rx antenna array relative to the x-y plane, respectively

υT , υR velocities of the Tx and Rx, respectively.

γT , γR moving directions of the Tx and Rx in the x-y plane, respectively

α
(ni)
T azimuth angle of departure (AAoD) of the waves that impinge on the effective

(i = 1, 2, 3) scatterers s(ni)

α
(ni)
R azimuth angle of arrival (AAoA) of the waves travelling from the effective

(i = 1, 2, 3) scatterers s(ni)

β
(ni)
T elevation angle of departure (EAoD) of the waves that impinge on the effective

(i = 1, 2, 3) scatterers s(ni)

β
(ni)
R elevation angle of arrival (EAoA) of the waves travelling from the effective

(i = 1, 2, 3) scatterers s(ni)

αLoS
R , βLoS

R AAoA and EAoA of the LoS paths, respectively

εq, εpni , εn1n2 ,

εniq, ξ, ξn3

T (R), distances d (Tp, Tq), d
(
Tp, s(ni)

)
, d
(
s(n1), s(n2)

)
, d
(
s(ni), Tq

)
, d (Tp, OR),

ξn1 , ξn2 d
(
OT (OR), s(n3)

)
, d
(
s(n1), OR

)
, d
(
OT , s

(n2)
)
, respectively

(i = 1, 2, 3)

The geometry of the channel model is shown in Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2. In Fig. 3.1,

the geometry of LoS components and the single bounced elliptic-cylinder model are

illustrated. While the detailed geometry of the single and double bounced two sphere

model is shown in Fig. 3.2. The physical meaning of parameters in Fig. 3.1 and Fig.

3.2 are defined in Table I.
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Let hq,p(t) represents the link between the pth antenna at the Tx and the qth antenna

at the Rx. Corresponding to the channel model’s assumption, each element hq,p(t)

should contain three types of components: the LoS component, SB components, and

DB components, which can be expressed as

hq,p (t) = hLoS
qp (t) +

I∑
i=1

hSBi
qp (t) + hDB

q,p (t) (3.1)

where

hLoS
q,p (t) =

√
K

K + 1
e−j2πfcτqp × ej2πfTmax t cos(αLoS

T −γT ) cosβLoS
T × ej2πfRmax t cos(αLoS

R −γR) cosβLoS
R

(3.2a)

hSBi
q,p (t) =

√
ηSBi

K + 1
lim
Ni→∞

Ni∑
ni=1

1√
Ni

ej(ψni−2πfcτqp,ni)

× ej2πfTmax t cos
(
α
(ni)
T −γT

)
cosβ

(ni)
T × ej2πfRmax t cos

(
α
(ni)
R −γR

)
cosβ

(ni)
R (3.2b)

hDB
q,p (t) =

√
ηDB

K + 1
lim

N1,N2→∞

N1,N2∑
n1,n2=1

1√
N1N2

× ej(ψn1,n2−2πfcτqp,n1,n2)

× ej2πfTmax t cos
(
α
(n1)
T −γT

)
cosβ

(n1)
T × ej2πfRmax t cos

(
α
(n2)
R −γR

)
cosβ

(n2)
R , (3.2c)

with αLoS
T ≈ βLoS

T ≈ βLoS
R ≈ 0, αLoS

R ≈ π, τqp = εqp/c, τqp,ni = (εpni + εniq)/c, and

τqp,n1,n2 = (εpn1 + εn1n2 + εn2q)/c. Here, c is the speed of light and K designates the

Rician factor, which indicates the power ratio of the LoS component to the Non-LoS

components.

In this model, for SB components, the case number is setted as I = 3, which means

there are three conditions for single-bounced rays. These conditions correspond to:

SB1 denotes the reflection from the Tx sphere, SB2 is the reflection from the Rx sphere,

and SB3 denotes reflections from the elliptic-cylinder. Parameters ηSBi and ηDB specify

the amount of powers that the single- and double-bounced rays contribute to the

total scattered power 1/(K + 1). It is necessary to mention that these power-related
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parameters satisfy
∑I

i=1 ηSBi + ηDB = 1, which guarantees the power balance of the

channel model. The phases ψni and ψn1,n2 are assumed to be i.i.d. random variables

with uniform distributions over [−π, π). fTmax and fRmax are the maximum Doppler

frequencies with respect to the Tx and Rx respectively, which can be calculated as

fTmax/Rmax =
υT/R
c

fc. (3.3)

The next step is to obtain the delay of each path, which is determined by the distance

of each component ε. In order to simplify the computation process, some appropriate

triangles and small angle approximations in cosine are used (i.e., sinx ≈ x and cosx ≈

1 for small x), thus the distance ε of each component can be approximated as:

εqp ≈ ξ − δR
2ξ

[
δT
2

sinϕT sinϕR −Q cosϕR cos θR

]
(3.4a)

εpn1 ≈ RT −
δT
2

[
sin β

(n1)
T sinϕT + cos β

(n1)
T cosϕT cos(θT − α(n1)

T )
]

(3.4b)

εn1q ≈ ξn1 −
δR

2ξn1

[
RT sin β

(n1)
T sinϕR −Qn1 cosϕR cos(α

(n1)
R − θR)

]
(3.4c)

εpn2 ≈ ξn2 −
δT

2ξn2

[
RR sin β

(n2)
R sinϕT +Qn2 cosϕT cos(α

(n2)
T − θT )

]
(3.4d)

εn2q ≈ RR −
δR
2

[
sin β

(n2)
R sinϕR + cos β

(n2)
R cosϕR cos(θR − α(n2)

R )
]

(3.4e)

εn1n2≈
{[
D−RT cosα

(n1)
T −RR cos(α

(n1)
R −α

(n2)
R )

]2

+
[
RT cos β

(n1)
T −RR cos β

(n2)
R

]2
}1/2

(3.4f)
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εpn3 ≈ ξ
(n3)
T − δT

2ξ
(n3)
T

[
ξ

(n3)
R sin β

(n3)
R sinϕT +Qn3 cosϕT cos(α

(n3)
T − θT )

]
(3.4g)

εn3q ≈ ξ
(n3)
R − δR

[
sin β

(n3)
R sinϕR + cos β

(n3)
R cosϕR cos(α

(n3)
R − θR)

]
, (3.4h)

where

ξ ≈ Q ≈ D − δT
2

cosϕT cos θT (3.5a)

ξn1 =

√
Q2
n1

+R2
T sin2 β

(n1)
T (3.5b)

Qn1 ≈ D −RT cos β
(n1)
T × cosα

(n1)
T (3.5c)

ξn2 =

√
Q2
n2

+R2
R sin2 β

(n2)
R (3.5d)

Qn2 ≈ D +RR cos β
(n2)
R cosα

(n2)
R (3.5e)

ξ
(n3)
R =

2a−Qn3

cos β
(n3)
R

(3.5f)

ξ
(n3)
T =

√
Q2
n3

+ (ξ
(n3)
R )2 sin2 β

(n3)
R (3.5g)

Qn3 =
a2 + f 2 + 2af cosα

(n3)
R

a+ f cosα
(n3)
R

. (3.5h)
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For double bounced reflections, we assume there is no correlation between azimuth/el-

evation angle of departure (A/EAoD, α
(ni)
T , β

(ni)
T ) and azimuth/elevation angle of ar-

rival(A/EAoA, α
(ni)
R , β

(ni)
R ). However for single bounce reflections, they are related to

each other based on their geometric relationship.

For the theoretical model of our channel, we assume there is infinite number of scatters.

Thus AOAs and AODs are continuous random variables. In this channel model,

the von Mises-Fisher (VMF) distribution is assumed to describe the distribution of

these angles, which can represent the joint probability density function (PDF) of

azimuth/elevation angles as [87] :

f (α, β) =
k cos β

4π sinh k
× ek[cosβ0 cosβ cos(α−α0)+sinβ0 sinβ] (3.6)

where α, β ∈ [−π, π), α0 ∈ [−π, π) and β0 ∈ [−π, π) account for the mean values of

the azimuth angle α and elevation angle β, respectively. k (k ≥ 0) is a real-valued

parameter that controls the concentration of the distribution relative to the mean

direction identified by α0 and β0.

For the theoretical model, it is impossible to implement it either in software or hard-

ware since it assumes infinite scatters. In order to use this 3D V2V channel model, the

corresponding simulation model with finite number of scatters should be generated. To

compensate for errors in such approximation, a novel parameter computation method

called method of equal volume (MEV), is used to generate necessary parameters of

the 3D channel model. Detail of this method can be found in [87].

If all EAoDs and EAoAs equal to zero as: βLoSR = βLoST = β
(ni)
T = β

(ni)
R = 0 (i = 1, 2, 3),

the 3D channel model becomes a 2D model with two rings and one ellipse. Relevant

research has been carried out in [84], [87]. In this chapter, these works will not be

repeated. However, in the following section, the different impact of 3D and 2D channel

on the BER performance of SM system will be investigated.
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3.2.1 Space-Time Correlation Function

There are various statistical properties of the considered channel model. However, in

this work, only the space-time correlation function (STCF) property is considered as it

indicates the spatial correlation among sub-channels. Such correlation has significant

impact on the performance of SM systems. Mathematically and under the assumption

of wide-sense stationary (WSS), the STCF between any two complex fading envelopes

hqp (t) and hq′p′ (t) is defined as

ρhqphq′p′ (τ) = E
[
hqp (t)h∗q′p′ (t− τ)

]
(3.7)

where (·)∗ denotes the complex conjugate operation, and E[·] is the statistical ex-

pectation operator. For this V2V channel model, the STCF is calculated by adding

correlation functions of the LoS component, SB components and DB components as

ρhqphq′p′ (τ) = ρhLoSqp hLoS
q′p′

(τ) +
I∑
i=1

ρ
h
SBi
qp h

SBi
q′p′

(τ) + ρhDBqp hDB
q′p′

(τ) . (3.8)

The STCF of LoS component is expressed as

ρhLoSpq hLoS
p′q′

(τ) = Ke
j2π
λ
ALoS+j2πτ(fTmax cos γT−fRmax cos γR) (3.9)

where ALoS = 2D cosϕR cos θR.

For SB components SBi (i = 1, 2, 3,), the STCF is

ρ
h
SBi
qp h

SBi
q′p′

(τ) = ηSBi

∫ π

−π

∫ π

−π

[
e
j2π
λ
A(i) × e

j2πτ

(
fTmaxB

(i)+fRmaxC
(i)

)
f(α

(i)
T/R, β

(i)
T/R)

]
d(α

(i)
T/R, β

(i)
T/R) (3.10)

where A(i), i = 1, 2, 3 is expressed as

A(1) =δT
[

sin β
(1)
T sinϕT + cos β

(1)
T cosϕT cos

(
θT− α(1)

T

) ]
+
δR
ξn1

[
RT sin β

(1)
T sinϕR−Qn1 cosϕR cos

(
θR − α(1)

R

) ]
(3.11a)
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A(2) =δR
[
sin β

(2)
R sinϕR + cos β

(2)
R cosϕR cos

(
θR − α(2)

R

)]
+
δT
ξn2

[
RR sin β

(2)
R sinϕT +Qn2 cosϕT cos

(
θT − α(2)

T

) ]
(3.11b)

A(3) =
δT

ξ
(n3)
T

[
ξ

(n3)
R sin β

(3)
R sinϕT +Qn3 cosϕT cos

(
θT − α(3)

T

) ]
+ δR

[
sin β

(3)
R sinϕR + cos β

(3)
R cosϕR cos

(
θR − α(3)

R

) ]
(3.11c)

with

B(i) = cos
(
α

(i)
T − γT

)
× cos

(
β

(i)
T

)
(3.11d)

C(i) = cos
(
α

(i)
R − γR

)
× cos

(
β

(i)
R

)
. (3.11e)

The expressions of α
(i)
R , β

(i)
R , Qni , ξn1 , ξn2 , and ξn3

T (R) are given in Table II. Note that

the subscripts T and R are applied to i = 1 and i = 2, 3, respectively.

For the double-bounced component resulting from the Tx and Rx spheres, the STCF

is expressed as

ρhDBqp hDB
q′p′

(τ) = ρRqq′(τ)ρTpp′(τ) = ηDB

∫ π

−π

∫ π

−π

∫ π

−π

∫ π

−π
(3.12)[

e
j2π
λ
ADB × ej2πτ(fTmaxBDB+fRmaxC

DB) × f(α
(1)
T , β

(1)
T ) · f(α

(2)
R , β

(2)
R )
]
d(α

(1)
T , β

(1)
T )d(α

(2)
R , β

(2)
R )

with

ADB = δT
[

sin β
(1)
T sinϕT + cos β

(1)
T cosϕT cos

(
θT− α(1)

T

)]
+δR

[
sin β

(2)
R sinϕR+ cos β

(2)
R × cosϕR cos

(
θR−α(2)

R

)]
(3.13a)

BDB = cos
(
α

(1)
T −γT

)
cos β

(1)
T (3.13b)
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Figure 3.3: Absolute values of STCFs for V2V MIMO channel models with dif-
ferent dimensions and VTD settings.

CDB = cos
(
α

(2)
R −γR

)
cos β

(2)
R . (3.13c)

In Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4, the STCF of the V2V channel model with different con-

figurations are shown. The difference in STCF cased by 3D and 2D channel model,

different VTD scenario, are stated in Fig. 3.3. While in Fig. 3.4, the difference caused

by VTD scenario and Doppler shift are investigated. In following sections, we will

further explain these difference and try to use them analysis simulation results on

BER performance.
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Figure 3.4: Absolute values of STCFs for V2V MIMO channel models with dif-
ferent Doppler frequency and VTD scenarios.

3.3 Theoretical ABER Analysis of SM Systems Un-

der the 3D V2V GBSM

The theoretical ABER of SM systems can be obtained via the union bound method

[26]–[28], [115]–[117]. In [26], an improved upper-bound method is presented which

classifies errors into 3 categories : 1) error only occurs in the digital modulation part

with the probability ABER
Signal

; 2) error only occurs in spatial modulation part with the

probability ABER
Spatial

and 3) error occurs in both parts with the probability ABER
Joint

. The

overall upper-bound expression of the BER is the combination of these three parts,

which can be expressed as:

ABER
SM

6 ABER
Signal

+ ABER
Spatial

+ ABER
Joint

(3.14)
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Compared to other approaches [27], [28], [115]–[117], this method is shown to offer

better accuracy [26].

ABER
Signal

means error only occurs in the digital modulation part and the transmit an-

tenna index is correctly detected. It is similar to the single-input-multiple-output

(SIMO) case. The BER expression is given by

ABER
Signal

=
1

Nt

log2(M)

m

Nt∑
nt=1

APEB
MOD

(nt), (3.15)

and

APEB
MOD

(nt) =
1

M

1

log2(M)
NH (χ→ χ̃)P (χ→ χ̃, nt). (3.16)

In (3.16), NH (χ→ χ̃) is the Hamming distance between modulated symbols χ and

χ̃, P (χ → χ̃, nt) denotes the pairwise error probability (PEP) that the transmitted

symbol χ is detected as χ̃ when antenna nt is used to transmit. In (3.15) and (3.16),

ABER
Signal

is determined by the digital modulation scheme. For example, if M-PSK

modulation scheme is used, (3.16) is given as [26], [115]

APEB
MOD

(nt) =
1

log2(M)

M−1∑
l=1

[(
2

∣∣∣∣ lM −
⌊
l

M

⌋∣∣∣∣ + 2

log2(M)∑
k=2

∣∣∣∣ l2k −
⌊
l

2k

⌋∣∣∣∣
Pl(nt),

(3.17)

where:

Pl(nt) =
1

2π

∫ π[1−(2l−1)/M ]

0

T−l (θ, nt)dθ −
1

2π

∫ π[1−(2l+1)/M ]

0

T+
l (θ, nt)dθ, (3.18)

and:

T−l (θ, nt) = Mr(2γ
sin2 [π(2l − 1)/M ]

sin2θ
)

T+
l (θ, nt) = Mr(2γ

sin2 [π(2l + 1)/M ]

sin2θ
)

. (3.19)

In (3.19), γ is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which can be defined as γ = Em
N

, where

Em is the transmit power and N is the noise power. Mr(.) is the moment generation

function (MGF) of
NR∑
nr=1

‖hnt,nre‖
2, where e = χ− χ̃. The close form expression of
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Mr(.) is

Mr(s) =

NR∏
i=1

(1− sλie)−1. (3.20)

In (3.20), λi is the eigenvalue of Rx correlation indicator matrix RRx. Similarly, we

can define RTx as the correlation indicator matrix of Tx. Considering the this GBSM

channel model and referring [118], these two matrices are expressed as

RTx(p, p̃) = ρhq,phq,p̃(0)

RRx(q, q̃) = ρhq,phq̃,p(0)
, (3.21)

where ρhq,phq,p̃(.) is the STCF of the V2V channel model, which indicates the corre-

lation between hq,p and hq,p̃. As an ideal channel estimation is assumed at Rx side,

τ = 0.

For the case that error only occurs in the spatial modulation part, which is expressed

as ABER
Spatial

previously, we can refer to related investigations on space shift keying (SSK)

systems, [27], [28]. This part can be expressed as

ABER
Spatial

=
1

M

log2(Nt)

m

M∑
l=1

APEB
SSK

(l). (3.22)

APEB
SSK

can be further expressed as

APEB
SSK

(l) =
1

Nt

1

log2(Nt)
×

Nt∑
nt=1

Nt∑
ñt=1

[NH (nt → ñt)P (κl, nt → ñt)], (3.23)

where NH (nt → ñt) is the Hamming distance between the antenna indices nt and ñt,

P (κl, nt → ñt) is the PEP that the active antenna ñt is detected given that nt was

transmitted with the modulation modulus κl. Referring to the ML detector algorithm

in [24], this error can only occurs when ‖y − hnt,nrκl‖
2 > ‖y − hñt,nrκl‖

2. Thus,

P (κl, nt → ñt) can be written as

P (κl, nt → ñt) = P (‖y − hnt,nrκl‖
2 > ‖y − hñt,nrκl‖

2)

= Q(γ‖hnt,nrκl − hnt,nrκl‖
2), (3.24)
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where Q(.) is the Q-function. Based on the alternative integral expression of Q-

function and MGF-based approach [115], [116], (3.24) can be written as

P (κl, nt → ñt) =
1

π

∫ π/2

0

Mnt,ñt(γ
κ2
l

2sin2θ
)dθ. (3.25)

In (3.25), Mnt,ñt(.) is the MGF of
NR∑
nr=1

‖hnt,nr − hñt,nr‖
2, which can be expressed as:

Mnt,ñt(s) =

NT∏
j=1

NR∏
i=1

(1− sλiuj)−1, (3.26)

where uj is the eigenvalue of receivers correlation indicator matrix RTx. If constant

modulus modulation schemes such as M-PSK are used, κl is a constant value as κ and

(3.22) can be simplified as

ABER
Spatial

=
1

Ntm

Nt∑
nt=1

Nt∑
ñt=1

[NH (nt → ñt) ×
1

π

∫ π/2

0

Mnt,ñ(γ
k2

2sin2θ
)dθ

]
. (3.27)

For the third case, ABER
Joint

, both digital modulation and spatial modulation parts are

incorrect. It can be expressed as:

ABER
Joint

=
1

Ntm

Nt∑
nt=1

Nt∑
ñt 6=nt=1

[NH (nt, χ→ ñt, χ̃) × P (nt, χ→ ñt, χ̃)] , (3.28)

where NH ((nt, χ)→ (ñt, χ̃)) is the Hamming distance for the error case that symbol χ

transmitted by antenna nt is detected as χ̃ sent by antenna ñt and P ((nt, χ)→ (ñt, χ̃))

is the corresponding PEP. Similar to the case of ABER
Spatial

, it can be expressed as:

P ((nt, χ)→(ñt, χ̃)) = P (‖y− hnt,nrχ‖
2> ‖y− hñt,nr χ̃‖

2)

= Q(γ‖hnt,nrχ− hñt,nr χ̃‖
2). (3.29)

Using the MGF-based approach, (3.29) can be represented as

P ((nt, χ)→ (ñt, χ̃)) =
1

π

∫ π
2

0

M
ntχ,ñtχ̃

(
γ

2sin2θ
)dθ. (3.30)
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In (3.30), M
ntχ,ñtχ̃

(.) is the MGF of
Nr∑
nr=1

|hnt,nrχ− hñt,nr χ̃|
2, with the expression of

M
ntχ,ñtχ̃

(s) =

NT∏
j=1

NR∏
i=1

(1− sλieuj)−1. (3.31)

3.4 Simulation Results and Discussions

In this section, different simulation results are presented to evaluate the performance

of SM systems under the 3D V2V channel model. Based on the reported measurement

results in [119], following key parameters are used to obtain these simulation results:

the carrier frequency is setted as fc = 5.9 GHz, the speed of two cars are assumed

to be v = 110 km/h, and the corresponding maximum Doppler shifts are defined as

fTmax = fRmax = 570 Hz, the distance between Tx and Rx is setted as D = 300 m.

In the simulation, two cars are assumed to move toward each other, thus the moving

direction angles γT = γR = 0◦, and the space between two antenna elements is

configured as 0.5λ.

Table 3.2: Key parameters of different VTD scenarios.

K ηSB1 ηSB2 ηSB3 ηDB k(1) k(2) k(3)

Low VTD 3.786 0.335 0.203 0.411 0.051 9.6 3.6 11.5
High VTD 0.156 0.126 0.126 0.063 0.685 0.6 1.3 11.5

For different VTD scenarios, corresponding parameters are used, especially the K

factor, which is configured as 3.786 and 0.756 for low and high VTD scenario respec-

tively. Rest parameters can be found in Table 3.2. All simulation results are obtained

through Monte Carlo simulation, for each point in following figures, results of 10 runs

(each run transmits 100000 symbols) are averaged to get the final value.

3.4.1 Theoretical BER Results Vs. Simulation Results

The theoretical result in this work is the upper bound of the ABER, which Indicates

the maximum value of the ABER, in principle theoretical results should be higher
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Figure 3.5: Theoretical and simulated BER results of SM systems under the 3D
V2V MIMO channel model.

than the simulation results at the low SNR range as theoretical results considered all

error cases. While at the high SNR range, these two results should match with each

other.

In Fig. 3.5, theoretical results of ABER for SM systems under the 3D V2V channel

model of different VTD scenarios are compared with simulation results. This figure ex-

actly follows our observation. An excellent approximation of the theoretical derivation

with simulation results can be found, especially in the high SNR range where SNR

≥ 15 dB. The theoretical ABER upper-bound offers a reasonable accuracy, which

indicates the correctness of the theoretical derivation.
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Figure 3.6: BER performance of SM systems under the 3D V2V channel model
with different modulation schemes and VTD settings.

3.4.2 BER Performance of SM Systems Under Different VTD

Scenarios and Modulation Schemes

In Fig. 3.6, we investigate the performance of SM systems under the 3D channel

model with different modulation schemes under both high and low VTD scenarios.

From simulation results, we can find that under both VTD scenarios, the higher order

modulation scheme will result in the poorer BER performance due to the lower energy

allocated to each bit.

In addition, it is noted that when using the same modulation scheme, the SM sys-

tem has better performance under the high VTD scenario. This phenomenon can

be explained through Fig. 3.3, where the STCF of the 3D V2V channel model with

different VTD assumptions can be found. It can be observed that under the high

VTD scenario, the correlation between sub-channels is much lower than the low VTD

scenario. That is because the 3D V2V channel model is a Rician style channel model
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Figure 3.7: BER performance of SM systems under the 3D and 2D V2V MIMO
channel models with different VTD settings.

and its K factor is determined by the VTD scenario. Higher K factor values corre-

spond to the case of stronger LoS component. Considering the detailed expression

of the channel model and the expression of STCF, it can be observed that higher K

factor leads to higher correlation among sub-channels. With strong LoS components,

it is hard for the receiver to detect which antenna was used to transmit data. Thus,

it will result in poor BER performance. This viewpoint was also noted in [27], where

the performance of the SSK system under the Rician fading channel is investigated.

It is shown that the higher K factor will result in the worse performance of the SSK

system.
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3.4.3 BER Performance of SM Under 2D and 3D Channel

Models

In Fig. 3.7, the performance of SM systems over the 3D and 2D V2V channel models

with the same system setting are compared. It is shown that when using the same

system configuration and under the same VTD scenario, the SM system has better

performance under the 3D channel model.

That is because the 3D channel has lower similarity of sub-channels as compared to

2D channel, and as such lower correlation. This observation is supported also by Fig.

3.3, which shows that the correlation between sub-channels of 3D channel models is

always lower than the 2D model for both high VTD and low VTD scenarios.

3.4.4 BER Performance of SM Under the 3D V2V Channel

Model with Different Doppler Frequencies

In Fig. 3.8, we investigated the performance of SM systems with different Doppler

frequencies under both high and low VTD scenarios. Firstly, it is noticed that the

higher Doppler frequency will result in the poorer BER performance.

This phenomenon can be explained through Fig. 3.4, where the STCF of the channel

model is shown. It can be observed that higher Doppler frequency will result in faster

fading speed, which will reduce the probability that the strength of signals maintains

a reasonable level. This problem is known as the signal outages probability problem.

Again, from Fig. 3.8, it is found that the SM system has better performance under

the high VTD scenario.

3.4.5 Comparison Between SM and Other MIMO Technolo-

gies Under the 3D V2V Channel Model

The spatial multiplexing and spatial diversity have widely been used in 4G wireless

communication systems [6]. As these two MIMO schemes have achieved great success
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Figure 3.8: BER performance of SM systems under the 3D V2V MIMO channel
models with different Doppler frequency and VTD scenarios, a 2× 2 system using

QPSK modulation scheme..

in real use and therefore they are suitable benchmarks to be compared with other

MIMO technologies in terms of system performance. In this work, two typical spa-

tial multiplexing and spatial diversity technologies, the V-BLAST and the Alamouti

scheme, are employed to evaluate the performance SM system under the 3D V2V

channel model . In Figs. 3.9–3.12, simulation results are proposed.

In this work, besides different VTD scenarios, different spectral efficiency values and

systems settings are also considered. It is necessary to note that for the V-BLAST

and the Alamouti systems, the ML are also employed as the receiver algorithm for

fair comparison.

From Figs. 3.9 and 3.10, it is observed that for 4 bits/symbol spectral efficiency and

under high VTD scenario, the SM system using the 4× 4 antenna setting obtains the

best performances among all systems, especially within the range of SNR ≥ 15 dB.
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Figure 3.9: BER performance of three different MIMO technologies under the 3D
V2V MIMO channel model for the high VTD scenario, with the spectral efficiency

of 4 bits/symbol.

Further investigate, the V-BLAST system can obtain the similar performance within

the range of SNR ≤ 15 dB. Even using the higher order modulation scheme, the Alam-

outi scheme can still indicate good performance within the high SNR range (SNR≥ 14

dB) as a result of diversity gain. When under the low VTD scenario, the Alamouti

scheme shows significant performance enhancement due to the strong LoS component

while both SM and V-BLAST suffer form the high correlation among sub-channels.

However, compared with the V-BLAST system, the SM system demonstrates a 3 dB

enhancement at the BER around 10−3.

In Figs. 3.11 and 3.12, similar comparisons are carried out with the spectral effi-

ciency of 8 bits/symbol. Under both scenario, the Alamouti scheme shows the worst

performance due to using higher order modulation scheme. The V-BLAST system

can obtain similar or even better performance as the SM system within the range of

SNR< 14 dB, but the SM system is superior at high SNR range. However when we
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Figure 3.10: BER performance of three different MIMO technologies under the
3D V2V MIMO channel model for the low VTD scenario, with the spectral efficiency

of 4 bits/symbol.

use the ML receiver algorithm, the system complexity of V-BLAST is much higher

than SM.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have investigated the performance of SM systems under a 3D V2V

channel model with different system settings and VTD scenarios. Numerical and sim-

ulation results have shown that lower order modulation schemes can lead to better

BER performance due to the higher energy per bit. When using the same modulation

scheme, the SM system has better performance under the high VTD scenario than

the low VTD scenario due to the lower correlation between sub-channels caused by

weaker LoS components. Besides, higher Doppler effect can result in worse BER per-

formance due to higher outage probability. Additionally, compared with 2D models,
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Figure 3.11: BER performance of three different MIMO technologies under the 3D
V2V MIMO channel model for the high VTD scenario, with the spectral efficiency

of 8 bits/symbol.

SM systems can obtain better BER performance under 3D models due to the extended

vertical dimension which results in lower correlation of sub-channels. When compared

with other MIMO technologies such as the V-BLAST and the Alamouti scheme, SM

systems can yield relative good performance under the 3D V2V channel model consid-

ering its spectral efficiency and system complexity. From above mentioned simulation

results, the advantage of SM can be declared. SM can offer higher reliability under

the harsh high VTD scenario. Also, it is a better option for communication systems

requiring high spectral efficiency.
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Figure 3.12: BER performance of three different MIMO technologies under the
3D V2V MIMO channel model for the low VTD scenario, with the spectral efficiency

of 8 bits/symbol.
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Chapter 4
Performance Investigation of Spatial

Modulation Systems Under Non-Stationary

Wideband High-Speed Train Channel

Models

4.1 Introduction

In recent years, HST systems with the operating speed of more than 250 km/h have

obtained significant developments. It is reported that the maximum speed of HSTs

can easily reach 500 km/h within the next decade, and the passenger number will be

explosively increased [120].

With the large volume of passengers, there is a great demand for high data rate

and reliable wireless communication services [121]. However, the existed wireless

communication systems (include 4G system) can only support the movement speed up

to 350 km/h. Thus, reliable wireless communication services for future HST systems

have been considered as an important issue for 5G wireless communication systems [9].
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Compared with conventional communication systems, the HST wireless communi-

cation system suffers more challenges. For example, as the speed of HST systems

can easily reach over 250 km/h, more serious Doppler shift will occur. Besides, the

handover will happen more frequently, which will result in the higher probability of

handover failure and connection lost. Also, as cabins of HST are usually built with

metal like aluminium, there will be huge penetration losses when signal gets into

carriages [122].

In order to solve these problems, many new cellular architectures such as distributed

antenna system (DAS) [123], [124] and mobile relay station (MRS) [125], [126] (or

mobile Femtocell [9], [127]) were investigated. In our work, the MRS solution is

assumed, and its multiple receive antennas are distributed on the surface of HST

carriages. Signals will be passed to transmit antennas of MRS within carriages through

cables in order to avoid huge penetration losses. MSs will communicate with the MRS

rather than with BSs directly, which can significantly improve the link quality.

Besides new cellular architectures, novel physical layer transmit technologies will

also be used to improve the service quality of HST wireless communication systems.

Among various technologies, spatial modulation [22] has attracted lots of research

interests in recent years due to its outstanding performance in enhancing the system

performance such as system robustness and spectral-energy efficiency. Besides, the

system complexity on SM systems can be controlled under a reasonable level benefit

form it uses single RF chain [22], [24].

The BER performance of SM, so far, has only been investigated for some simple F2M

channels such as Rayleigh, Rician, and Nakagami channels [22], [24]–[26], and in V2V

channel models in [87], [114]. However these channel models [22], [24]–[26], [114] were

all narrowband channels and under the WSS assumption. Therefore, the influence of

inter-symbol-interference (ISI) and time-varying channels on the BER performance of

SM systems cannot be investigated. To the best of the author’s knowledge, there is

no relevant study on the performance of SM systems under realistic non-stationary

wideband HST MIMO channel models. In order to fill this research gap, this work will

investigate the BER performance of SM using the novel non-stationary wideband HST
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MIMO channel model proposed in [97], with the assumption of channel estimation

error. To be closer to the real environment, this channel model will be configured using

time-varying parameters form measurement results reported in [90]. The impact of

estimation delay and Doppler frequency on the BER performance will be studied both

theoretically and by simulation.

In the following, we highlight main contributions and novelties of this work.

1. We investigate the BER performance of SM systems under a HST non-stationary

wideband channel model. The non-ideal channel estimation case is considered.

An accurate theoretical BER expression is derived to compared with all simu-

lation results. BER simulation results are comprehensively analysed together

with the investigation of STCF. The link between the BER performance and

the STCF has been established.

2. We propose a new statistical property: stationary interval in terms of STCF,

and investigate the BER performance of SM systems in terms of this property.

The aim to propose this statistical property is to accurately and straightforward

describe the non-stationary behaviour of the HST channel model, especially to

find the time interval within which the channel can be treated as relatively

stationary. Since the STCF directly affect the BER performance of SM systems,

in this work, the STCF will be used as the object to obtain the stationary

interval.

The remainder of the chapter will be organised as follows. In Section 4.2, the wideband

HST channel model and related important statistical properties including the novel

non-stationary statistic property are described. The theoretical expression of the

ABER for SM under the non-stationary HST wideband channel is derived in Section

4.3. In Section 4.4, simulation results are presented and analysed. Finally, conclusions

are drawn in Section 4.5.
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4.2 The Non-stationary Wideband HST Channel

Model

For HST wireless communication systems, in general, their channel environments

can be classified in to following scenarios: open space, cutting, tunnels and viaduct.

Among all scenarios, the open space is the most common one. In this scenario, the

train is usually moving at a very high speed. Antennas of the BS are located at a much

higher position than the surroundings, thus there is LoS component in the channel.

In this work, the HST system is assumed working at an open space environment and

use MRS to improve the wireless service quality, thus the wireless communication link

between MSs and the BS will be divided into two parts: BS to MRS and MRS to

mobile devices. Correspondingly, there are two types of wireless channels existing,

the outdoor channel between BS and MRS and indoor channel between MRS and

mobile devices which are illustrated in Fig. 4.1. The indoor channel is similar to

the conventional indoor scenario, which has already been widely investigated. In this

work, only the outdoor channel will be considered.

In this channel model, it is assumed a MIMO HST system equipped with S transmit

and U receive omni-directional antenna elements. The BS is located on the track-

side where a minimum distance between the BS and the track denoted as Dmin =

50 m [92] is considered. The time-varying distance between the BS and MRS is

defined as Ds (t) =
√

(D2
min +D2 (t)), where D(t) stands for the projection of Ds(t)

on the railway track plane. Fig. 4.2 illustrates the abstracted multiple-confocal-ellipses

GBSM. These ellipses represent multiple taps of the channel model. For different taps,

corresponding propagation cases are considered, includes direct links represented by

LoS components, and single reflected signals represented as single-bounced rays. In

this work, a 2×2 MIMO channel model are used in Fig. 4.2 as an example. The

parameters in Fig. 3 are defined in Table I.

Let us assume there are Ni effective scatterers on the ith ellipse (means the ith tap,),

where i = 1, 2, ..., I and I is the total number or taps. Let ai (t) and s(ni) denote

the semi-major axis of the ith ellipse and the nith (ni = 1, ..., Ni) effective scatterer
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Figure 4.1: A HST communication system deploying MRSs [112].
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Figure 4.2: The GBSM for a wideband MIMO HST channel [112].
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Table 4.1: Definition of parameters in Fig. 3 [112].

Parameters Definition

Ds(t) distance between the BS and MRS

fs(t) half length of the distance between the two foci of ellipses

ai(t), bi(t) semi-major axis and semi-minor axis of the ith ellipse, respectively

υR, γR MRS speed and angle of motion, respectively

∆xT , ∆xR antenna element spacings of the BS and MRS

βT , βR tilt angles of the BS and MRS antenna arrays in the x-y plane (relative to the x-axis)

φLoS
Tp

(t), φ
(ni)
R (t) AoA of the LoS path and AoA of the wave travelling from an effective scatterer s(ni)

φ
(ni)
T (t) AoD of the wave that impinges on the effective scatterer s(ni)

ξ, ξ
(ni)
T (t), and ξ

(ni)
R (t) distances d (Tp,MRS), d

(
BS, s(ni)

)
, and d

(
s(ni),MRS

)
εpq , εpni , εniq distances d (Tp, Rq), d

(
Tp, s(ni)

)
, and d

(
s(ni), Rq

)
, respectively

respectively. Based on the geometric relationship, the time-varying semi-minor axis

of the ith ellipse can be expressed as bi(t) =
√
a2
i (t)− f 2

s (t), where fs (t) = Ds (t) /2

means the half distance between the two foci of ellipses. The tilt angles of the BS

and MRS antenna arrays are represented by βT and βR, respectively. The MRS is

assumed to move with the speed of υR in the direction determined by the angle of

motion γR. The AoA of the wave travelling from an effective scatterer s(ni) to the

MRS is denoted by φ
(ni)
R (t). The AoD of the wave that reflected through the effective

scatterer s(ni) is denoted by φ
(ni)
T (t), while φLoS

Tp
(t) is the AoA of a LoS path.

The complex space-time-variant channel impulse response represents the link between

the pth (p = 1, ..., S) element of the Tx, Tp, and the qth (q = 1, ..., U) element of

the Rx, Rq, can be expressed as hpq (t, τ)=
∑I

i=1 hi,pq (t) δ(τ−τi), where hi,pq (t) and

τi are the complex space-time-variant coefficients and the propagation delay of the

ith tap, respectively. From the assumption of the above GBSM, only the complex

coefficients for the first tap (i=1) of the Tp−Rq link contains the LoS component and

SB components, which can be expressed as the superposition of hpq (t, τ) and h1,pq (t)

h1,pq (t) = hLoS
1,pq (t) + hSB

1,pq (t) (4.1)

where

hLoS
1,pq (t)=

√
KpqΩ1,pq

Kpq + 1
e−j2πfcτpq(t)e

j2πfmaxt cos
(
φLoS
Tp

(t)−γR
)

(4.2a)
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hSB
1,pq (t) =

√
Ω1,pq

Kpq + 1
lim

N1→∞

N1∑
n1=1

1√
N1

ej(ψn1−2πfcτpq,n1(t))

× ej2πfmaxt cos
(
φ
(n1)
R (t)−γR

)
. (4.2b)

For other taps (1 < i ≤ I), their complex tap coefficients of the link of Tp−Rq, contains

only SB component, which can be expressed as

hi,pq (t)= hSB
i,pq (t) =

√
Ωi,pq lim

Ni→∞

Ni∑
ni=1

1√
Ni

× ej(ψni−2πfcτpq,ni (t)) ej2πfmaxt cos
(
φ
(ni)
R (t)−γR

)
, 1 < i ≤ I. (4.3)

This channel model is designed to represent the non-stationary behaviour of HST

scenarios. Thus in (4.2a), (4.2b), and (4.3), time-varying parameters τpq(t), φ
LoS
Tp

(t),

τpq,ni(t) (i = 1, ..., I), and φ
(ni)
R (t) are involved, which makes the underlying GBSM

shows non-stationary characteristic. In the following part, we will define and calculate

these time-varying parameters.

In (4.2a), (4.2b), and (4.3), Ωi,pq denotes the mean power for the ith tap, τpq(t) =

εpq(t)/c, and τpq,ni(t)=(εpni(t)+εniq(t))/c are propagation times of the waves travel

through the links Tp −Rq and Tp − s(ni) −Rq, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3. Here,

c is the speed of light and Kpq is the Ricean factor which indicates the ratio of the

power of the LoS component over non-LoS components. The phases ψn1 and ψni are

assumed as i.i.d. random variables with uniform distributions over [−π, π), fmax is the

maximum Doppler shift which is related to carrier frequency and the speed of HST.

From Fig. 3 and based on the geometric relationship, we can calculate the following

distances for different propagation paths as

εpq(t)≈Ds(t)−kp∆xT cos βT−kq∆xR cos(φLoS
Tp (t)−βR) (4.4a)

εpni(t)≈ ξ
(ni)
T (t)−kp∆xT cos

(
φ

(ni)
T (t)−βT

)
(4.4b)

εniq(t)≈ ξ
(ni)
R (t)−kq∆xR cos

(
φ

(ni)
R (t)−βR

)
(4.4c)

where kp=(S−2p+1) /2, kq=(U−2q+1) /2, and ξ
(ni)
R (t)=b2

i (t)/
(
ai(t)+fs(t) cosφ

(ni)
R (t)

)
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with ξ
(ni)
T (t) =

(
a2
i(t)+f

2
s(t)+2ai(t)fs(t) cosφ

(ni)
R (t)

)
/
(
ai(t)+fs(t) cosφ

(ni)
R (t)

)
. For the

LoS component, we can calculate the time-variant AoA φLoS
Tp

(t) as [91]

φLoS
Tp (t)=

φ
LoS
Tp

(t0)+arccos
(
Ds(t0)+vRt cos γR

Ds(t)

)
,−π ≤ γR ≤ 0

φLoS
Tp

(t0)−arccos
(
Ds(t0)+vRt cos γR

Ds(t)

)
, 0 ≤ γR ≤ π

(4.5)

where φLoS
Tp

(t0)=arcsin
(
kp∆xT
Ds(t0)

sin βT

)
denotes the initial LoS AoA at time t = t0.

For this channel model, the von Mises PDF is employed to describe the distribu-

tion of time-varying AoAs for SB components. This PDF is widely used in chan-

nel models assumed non-isotropic propagation case,which are expressed as f(φ)
∆
=

exp [k cos(φ−µ)]/[2πI0 (k)], where µ is the mean value of angle φ ∈ [−π, π), I0(·) is

the zeroth-order modified Bessel function of the first kind, and k (k≥0) is a positive

real-valued parameter that controls the spread of φ.

Based on von Mises distribution, the PDF of the time-varying AoAs can be defined

as f
(
φ

(i)
R

)
(t)

∆
= exp

[
k

(i)
R cos

(
φ

(i)
R −µ

(i)
R (t)

)]
/
[
2πI0

(
k

(i)
R

)]
, where µ

(i)
R (t) is the time-

varying mean angular value of the AoAs φ
(i)
R , which will determine the time-varying

behaviour of AoAs and AoDs. k
(i)
R is the parameter that controls the spread of φ

(i)
R .

For SB rays, their AoDs φ
(ni)
T (t) and AoAs φ

(ni)
R (t) are assumed interdependent in

geometry. The relationship between the AoD and AoA for each tap can be expressed

as:

sinφ
(ni)
T (t)=

b2
i (t) sinφ

(ni)
R (t)

a2
i (t)+f 2

s (t)+2ai(t)fs(t) cosφ
(ni)
R (t)

(4.6a)

cosφ
(ni)
T (t)=

2ai(t)fs(t) + (a2
i (t) + f 2

s (t)) cosφ
(ni)
R (t)

a2
i (t) + f 2

s (t) + 2ai(t)fs(t) cosφ
(ni)
R (t)

. (4.6b)

Thus, if we have AoA, the corresponding AoD can be calculated from this relationship.

For the theoretical model, the number of scatters are assumed infinite. In a real sys-

tem, this assumption can not be implemented neither by software nor hardware, thus
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corresponding simulation should be generated, which means using suitable param-

eters computation methods to generate necessary discrete channel parameters. For

this channel model, time-varying angles φ
(ni)
T (t) and φ

(ni)
R (t) for simulation model will

be computed by the modified method of equal areas (MMEA). Detailed information

can be obtained from [96]. In Fig. 4.3, the time-varying behaviour of the GBSM is

presented, where the MRS is assumed to move with the speed of vR in the direction

defined by the angle of motion γR. The distance between the BS and the MRS can be

calculated as Ds (t) = 2fs (t) =
(√

D2
s (t0) + (vRt)2 + 2Ds (t0) vRt cos γR

)
. The AoAs

and the axes of the ellipses is also time-varying which can be calculated based on the

geometric relationship. The time-varying function of mean AoA µ
(i)
R (t) can be derived

as (4.7).

Table 4.2: Power-delay profile of the measurement results in [105].

Scenario Tap Number Relative time delay [µS] Average path gain [dB]

CA

1 0 0
2 0.5 -12.9
3 1.2 -15.7
4 1.6 -18.9
5 2.0 -20.8
6 3.1 -19.8
7 3.5 -21.3
8 5.6 -20.0

CEA
1 0 0
2 0.4 -15.2
3 1.2 -19.7

In order to make our channel model more accurate and realistic, measurement results

(power-delay profile) presented in [90] are employed. In [90], based on measurement

results, authors further classified the HST channel into 5 sub-scenarios in terms of the

relative position of the MRS and the BS. In this work, two typical scenario will be used.

The Close Area (CA) scenario, which contains the maximum number of taps, and the

Closer Area (CEA) scenario, which involved the time-varying K-factor. For the CA

scenario, D (t) ∈ (250, 1550] m, and D (t0) = 800m is selected as the initial value,

Kpq = 5.9. For the CEA scenario, D (t) ∈ (20, 250] m (we select D (t0) = 135m as

the initial value), Kpq is time-varying which depend on D (t), which can be expressed

as Kpq(t) = −0.0337D (t) + 23.05, within the range of [16.31, 22.376). For these two
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Figure 4.3: The time-varying angular parameters in the HST channel model [112].

scenarios, distances between different confocal-ellipses ai(t) are calculated based on

the power-delay profile repetitively.

µ
(i)
R (t)=


γR − arccos

(
vRt−ξ

(ni)
R (t0) cos

(
γR−µ

(i)
R (t0)

)
√
ξ
2 (ni)
R (t0)+(vRt)

2−2ξ
(ni)
R (t0)vRt cos(γR−µiR(t0))

)
, −π ≤ γR ≤ 0

γR + arccos

(
vRt−ξ

(ni)
R (t0) cos

(
γR−µ

(i)
R (t0)

)
√
ξ
2 (ni)
R (t0)+(vRt)

2−2ξ
(ni)
R (t0)vRt cos(γR−µiR(t0))

)
, 0 ≤ γR ≤ π.

(4.7)

4.2.1 The Space-Time Correlation Function of the HST Chan-

nel Model

There are various statistical properties of the considered channel model. However,

in this work, the STCF property is considered as it indicates the spatial correlation

among sub-channels, and this correlation has significant impact on the performance

of SM systems. The STCF between two arbitrary channel impulse responses hpq (t, τ)

and hp′q′ (t, τ) can be defined as:

Rh(t,∆xT ,∆xR,∆t)=E
{
hpq(t)h

∗
p′q′(t−∆t)

}
(4.8)
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For this wideband MIMO HST channel, since it assumes uncorrelated scattering, there

is no correlation between the underlying processes in different taps. Thus, the over-all

STCF is determined by the correlation properties of hi,pq (t) and hi,p′q′ (t) in each tap,

and expressed as the superposition of STCF of each taps:

Rh(t,∆xT ,∆xR,∆t)=
I∑
i=1

Ωi,pqRhi(t,∆xT ,∆xR,∆t) (4.9)

For the first tap, as it includes both LoS and SB propagation case, its STCF Rh1

should contains both components, which can be expressed as:

Rh1(t,∆xT ,∆xR,∆t)=√
KpqKp′q′

(Kpq + 1) (Kp′q′ + 1)
RLoS
h (t,∆xT ,∆xR,∆t)

+

√
1

(Kpq + 1) (Kp′q′ + 1)
RSB1
h (t,∆xT ,∆xR,∆t) (4.10)

For rest taps, as it only contains SB components, its STCF Rhi(i = 2...I) is only

determined by the STCF of SB component which can be expressed as:

Rhi(t,∆xT ,∆xR,∆t)= RSBi
h (t,∆xT ,∆xR,∆t), (i = 2...I). (4.11)

– In the case of the LoS component,

RLoS
h (t,∆xT ,∆xR,∆t)= e

j2π
[
P cosβT−Q cos

(
φLoS
Tp

(t)−βR
)]
× ej2πfmax cos

(
φLoS
Tp

(t−∆t)−γR
)

∆t

(4.12)

where P=(p′−p) ∆xT/λ, Q=(q′ −q) ∆xR/λ,

– In the case of the SB component, i = 1...I

RSBi
h (t,∆xT ,∆xR,∆t)=

1

2πI0

(
k

(i)
R

)
U
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Figure 4.4: Absolute values of STCFs for HST channel models with different
scenarios.

×
π∫

−π

e
k
(i)
R cos

(
φ
(i)
R−µ

(i)
R (t)

)
e
j2π
[
P cos

(
φ
(i)
T −βT

)
+Q cos

(
φ
(i)
R−βR

)]
×ej2πξ

(ni)
TR (t,∆t)e

j2πfmax cos
(
φ
(i)
R −γR

)
∆t

dφ
(i)
R

(4.13)

where ξniTR (t,∆t) = ξniT (t−∆t)− ξniT (t) + ξniR (t−∆t)− ξniR (t).

In Fig. 4.4, STCFs of the HST channel model under the CA and CEA scenarios are

plotted out. It can offer support to our later analysis on the system BER performance.

From this figure, firstly, we can find the STCF for both scenario appears time-varying

behaviour. However, it can be observed that the CEA scenario shows the stronger

time-varying behaviour than the CA scenario due to the influence of time-varying K

factor. Secondly, if we compare the STCF of the CA and the CEA scenario, we can

find that for the CA scenario, its correlation of sub-channels is much lower than the

CEA scenario due to the higher K factor. In this case we can find that in the HST
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channel model, the K factor which indicates the ratio of LoS powers has significant

influence on the channel’s statistical properties.

4.2.2 Stationary Interval in Terms of STCF

For this HST channel model, its most unique characteristic is the non-stationary

behaviour. As conventional statistical properties will not be able to represent the

non-stationary behaviour, it is necessary to involve some new metrics to accurately

describe the time-varying characteristic of the channel model. In [93], researcher

used a new statistic property called the stationary interval in terms of local region of

stationariness (LRS) to describe the non-stationary characteristic.

In our system, as the STCF will directly affect the BER performance, the stationary

interval in term of STCF is important to our research. Thus, in our work, referring

the idea of [93], we will investigate a similar statistic property in term of STCF.

This statistic property is defined as the maximum time instant that within with the

behaviour of STCF can maintain the required similarity. In mathematics, we can

explain this definition as the time instant that make the autocorrelation function

(ACF) of the STCF maintains a given threshold, which can be expressed as:

tint = max{tint|ACF(Rh(t,∆xT ,∆xR), Rh(t+ tint,∆xT ,∆xR)) 6 Cthreshold} (4.14)

In Fig. 4.5, the stationary interval in terms of STCF for the non-stationary HST

channel model under the CA and the CEA scenario are presented. The similarity

threshold Cthreshold = 0.9 is used. From this figure, it can be observed that the CA

scenario has longer stationary interval than the CEA scenario, which can match our

previous observations that the CA scenario is more stable than the CEA scenario.
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Figure 4.5: Stationary interval of the HST channel model under CA and CEA
scenarios.

4.2.3 Tap-Delay Line Based Channel Simulator

Mathematically, the process of simulating the signal pass channel models can be rep-

resented by the convolution operation between the signal vector and the impulse

response of the channel model as 2.1. We can further express the receiver vector as

y(t) =

∫ ∞
0

H(t, τ)S(t− τ)dτ (4.15)

However, in practical, the channel impulse response and signal vector are discrete,

4.15 should be written to

y(t) =
n∑

m=0

H(t,m∆τ)S(t−m∆τ). (4.16)

From this expression, it can be observed that when under wideband channel, the

receiver signal suffers from the interference from previous symbols which is known as
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Figure 4.6: The tap-delay line based channel simulator.

the ISI. In order to simulate communication systems under wideband channel models,

the tap-delay line based channel simulator should be used [80]. In Fig. 4.6, the

principle diagram is shown.

4.2.4 Channel Estimation Error Model

In a real communication system, at the Rx side, the estimated channel coefficient

is used to recover the transmitted signal. The estimated channel coefficient always

comes with estimation errors. Research work regarding estimated error model has

been reported in [128] and [129]. However, these error models can not be directly

used in our system as they all only assumed narrowband propagation case. In this

work, we present a novel estimation error scheme for the wideband HST channel model

in the expression of

Hest(t, τest) =
I∑
i=1

ρi(t+ τest)Hi,(t) +
I∑
i=1

Ωi (1− ρi(t+ τest)) · εest. (4.17)

In (4.17), ρi(t + τest) is the ACF for the ith tap of the channel at time t with the

estimation delay τest. And εest is the random error vector which is assumed to obey

the unit-variance zero-mean complex Gaussian distribution.
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4.3 Time-varying Theoretical BER Analysis

By using the union bound method mentioned in [26]–[28], [115], [116], the theoretical

ABER of SM systems can be calculated. In this work, the improved upper-bound

method presented in [26] is used, which further classifies errors into 3 categories: 1)

error only occurs in the digital modulation part with the probability ABER
Signal

; 2) error

only occurs in spatial modulation part with the probability ABER
Spatial

and 3) error occurs

in both parts with the probability ABER
Joint

. The overall upper-bound expression of the

BER is the combination of these three parts, and in this work, as the channel is time-

varying, the theoretical derivation should also consider to be time-varying, which is

expressed as:

ABER
SM

(t) 6 ABER
Signal

(t) + ABER
Spatial

(t) + ABER
Joint

(t) (4.18)

ABER
Signal

(t) represents the case that at time t the error only occurs in the digital modu-

lation part while the transmit antenna index is correctly detected. It is similar to the

SIMO case. The BER expression is given by

ABER
Signal

(t) =
1

Nt

log2(M)

m

Nt∑
nt=1

APEB
MOD

(t, nt), (4.19)

and

APEB
MOD

(t, nt) =
1

M

1

log2(M)
NH (χ→ χ̃)P (t, χ→ χ̃). (4.20)

In (4.20), NH (χ→ χ̃) is the Hamming distance between modulated symbols χ and

χ̃, P (t, χ → χ̃) denotes the pairwise error probability (PEP) that the transmitted

symbol χ is detected as χ̃ at time t. In (4.19) and (4.20), ABER
Signal

is determined by

the digital modulation scheme. For example, if M-PSK modulation scheme is used,

(4.20) can be derived out referring [26], [115] as

APEB
MOD

(t, nt) =
1

log2(M)

M−1∑
l=1

[(
2

∣∣∣∣ lM −
⌊
l

M

⌋∣∣∣∣ + 2

log2(M)∑
k=2

∣∣∣∣ l2k −
⌊
l

2k

⌋∣∣∣∣
Pl(t, nt),

(4.21)
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where:

Pl(t, nt) =
1

2π

∫ π[1−(2l−1)/M ]

0

T−l (θ, nt, t)dθ −
1

2π

∫ π[1−(2l+1)/M ]

0

T+
l (θ, nt, t)dθ, (4.22)

and:

T−l (θ, nt, t) = Mr(2γ
sin2 [π(2l − 1)/M ]

sin2θ
, t), T+

l (θ, nt, t) = Mr(2γ
sin2 [π(2l + 1)/M ]

sin2θ
, t).

(4.23)

In (4.23), γ is the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR). Under the condition

with channel estimation error, the SINR can be defined as:

γ =

Em ·
I∑
i=1

ρi(t+ τest) Ωi

N + I +
I∑
i=1

Ωi (1− ρi(t+ τest))

(4.24)

where Em is the transmit power, N is the noise power. Mr(., t) is the time-varying

moment generation function (MGF) of
NR∑
nr=1

‖hnt,nr,est(t)e‖
2, where e = χ− χ̃. The

close form expression of Mr(., t) is

Mr(s, t) =

NR∏
i=1

(1− sλi(t+ τest)e)
−1. (4.25)

In (4.25), λi(t) is the eigenvalue of time-varying Rx correlation indicator matrix

RRx(t). Similarly, we can define RTx(t) as the time-varying correlation indicator

matrix of Tx. Considering this GBSM channel model and referring [118], these two

matrices are expressed as

RTx(p, p̃) = ρhq,phq,p̃(t), RRx(q, q̃) = ρhq,phq̃,p(t), (4.26)

where ρhq,phq,p̃(t) is the STCF of the HST channel model at time t, which indicates

the correlation between hq,p and hq,p̃.

For the case that the error only occurs in the spatial modulation part, which is ex-

pressed as ABER
Spatial

previously, we can refer to related investigations on space shift
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keying (SSK) systems, [27], [28]. This part can be expressed as

ABER
Spatial

(t) =
1

M

log2(Nt)

m

M∑
l=1

APEB
SSK

(t, l). (4.27)

APEB
SSK

can be further expressed as

APEB
SSK

(t, l) =
1

Nt

1

log2(Nt)
×

Nt∑
nt=1

Nt∑
ñt=1

[NH (nt → ñt)P (t, κl, nt → ñt)], (4.28)

where NH (nt → ñt) is the Hamming distance between the antenna indices nt and ñt,

the PEP that at time t is represented as P (t, κl, nt → ñt) , the active antenna ñt is de-

tected given that nt was transmitted with the modulation modulus κl. Referring to the

ML detector algorithm in [24], this error can only occurs when ‖y − hnt,nr,est(t)κl‖
2 >

‖y − hñt,nr,est(t)κl‖
2. Thus, P (t, κl, nt → ñt) can be written as

P (t, κl, nt → ñt) = P (‖y − hnt,nr,est(t)κl‖
2 > ‖y − hñt,nr,est(t)κl‖

2)

= Q(γ‖hnt,nr,est(t)κl − hnt,nr,est(t)κl‖
2), (4.29)

where Q(.) is the Q-function. Based on the alternative integral expression of Q-

function and MGF-based approach [115], [116], (4.29) can be written as

P (t, κl, nt → ñt) =
1

π

∫ π/2

0

Mnt,ñt(γ
κ2
l

2sin2θ
, (t))dθ. (4.30)

In (4.30), Mnt,ñt(., t) is the MGF of
NR∑
nr=1

‖hnt,nr,est(t)− hñt,nr,est(t)‖
2, which can be

expressed as:

Mnt,ñt(s, t) =

NT∏
j=1

NR∏
i=1

(1− sλi(t+ τest)uj(t+ τest)
−1), (4.31)

where uj(t) is the eigenvalue of receivers correlation indicator matrix RTx. If constant

modulus modulation schemes such as M-PSK are used, κl is a constant value as κ and
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(4.27) can be simplified as

ABER
Spatial

(t) =
1

Ntm

Nt∑
nt=1

Nt∑
ñt=1

[NH (nt → ñt) ×
1

π

∫ π/2

0

Mnt,ñ(γ
k2

2sin2θ
, t)dθ

]
. (4.32)

For the third case, ABER
Joint

, both digital modulation and spatial modulation parts are

incorrect. It can be expressed as:

ABER
Joint

(t) =
1

Ntm

Nt∑
nt=1

Nt∑
ñt 6=nt=1

[NH (nt, χ→ ñt, χ̃) × P (t, nt, χ→ ñt, χ̃)] , (4.33)

where NH ((nt, χ)→ (ñt, χ̃)) is the Hamming distance for the error case that symbol χ

transmitted by antenna nt is detected as χ̃ sent by antenna ñt and P (t, (nt, χ)→ (ñt, χ̃))

is the corresponding PEP. Similar to the case of ABER
Spatial

, it can be expressed as:

P (t,(nt, χ)→ (ñt, χ̃))

= P (‖y− hnt,nr,est(t)χ‖
2> ‖y− hñt,nr,est(t)χ̃‖

2) = Q(γ‖hnt,nr,est(t)χ− hñt,nr,est(t)χ̃‖
2).

(4.34)

Using the MGF-based approach, (4.34) can be represented as

P (t, (nt, χ)→ (ñt, χ̃)) =
1

π

∫ π
2

0

M
ntχ,ñtχ̃

(
γ

2sin2θ
, (t))dθ. (4.35)

In (4.35), M
ntχ,ñtχ̃

(., t) is the MGF of
Nr∑
nr=1

|hnt,nr,est(t)χ− hñt,nr,est(t)χ̃|
2, with the ex-

pression of

M
ntχ,ñtχ̃

(s, t) =

NT∏
j=1

NR∏
i=1

(1− sλi(t+ τest)euj(t+ τest))
−1. (4.36)

4.4 Simulation Results and Discussions

In this section, different simulation results are presented to evaluate the performance

of SM systems under the non-stationary wideband HST channel model. The system
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is assumed to be a LTE system working with 1.4 MHz bandwidth, using a 2x2 MIMO

system and BPSK modulation scheme.

Referring [90] and [130], following key parameters are used to configure all simulations:

the carrier frequency is fc = 2.6 GHz, the speed of the HST is υR = 300 km/h

with the movement angle γR = 30◦, the corresponding maximum Doppler shift is

fmax = 722 Hz. The initial AoAs µ
(i)
R (t0) are selected referring the WINNER II channel

model [92], from the D2A moving networks scenario. The concentration parameter of

von Mise distribution is chosen as k
(i)
R = 6. The space between two antenna elements

of Tx and Rx sides is configured as 0.5λ with tilt angles as βR = βT = 60◦. The

distance between the BS and the track is defined as Dmin = 50 m. It necessary to

note that in this work, in order purely investigate the effect of the channel, no equalizer

is involved. As the channel model is with time-varying behaviour, in order to make

simulation results be stable, we tried to make the simulation time short (1000 symbols

each time), but repeat large numbers of time (1000 times each point) to get the final

smooth curves.

The research focus of this work is to investigate the impact of the non-stationary

behaviour of the channel model on the BER performance of SM systems. As the

channel model is novel and complex, in this work, some further investigations on the

non-stationary behaviour of the channel model are also important research issues and

some interesting results on the channel behaviour are obtained. We are interested

in how these unique characteristics affect the BER performance of SM. Thus, the

comparison between SM and other MIMO technologies are not carried out in this

work.

4.4.1 Comparison Between Theoretical Results and Simula-

tion Results

In Fig. 4.7, theoretical results of ABER for SM systems under the non-stationary

wideband HST channel model of the CA scenarios are compared with simulation

results. This figure indicates an excellent approximation of the theoretical derivation
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Figure 4.7: BER performance of SM system under the CA scenario at different
time instants, compared between theoretical results and simulation results.

with simulation results at each time point. Based on this figure, we can conclude

that our theoretical ABER upper-bound can offer a great accuracy. It can be used

to estimate BER for SM system under the wideband channels and the non-stationary

case.

In Fig. 4.8, similar observations can be obtained. Under the CEA scenario, theoretical

results can also match simulation results very well even involved time-varying K

factor.

4.4.2 Performance of SM Under CA and CEA Scenarios

From Fig. 4.7, we can also observe that the BER performance of the SM system shows

the time-varying characteristic. And at the high SNR range (SNR≥ 20dB), even the

signal power is increased, the BER performance still keeps the same level. That is

because for wideband channels, beside the noise, the received signal also suffers from
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Figure 4.8: BER performance of SM system under the CEA scenario at different
time instant, compared between theoretical results and simulation results.

the ISI. When the transmit power increases, the ISI increases at the same time. This

is the reason why communication systems in reality use equalisers to improve the

system performance.

Similar to the CA scenario, at the high SNR range, the system’s performance also

suffers from the ISI. However, for the CEA scenario, due to the ISI level is lower than

the CA scenario, the SM system can offer the better performance than it under the

CA scenario. The BER performance also appears the time-varying characteristic. If it

compared with results of CA scenario, we can find that under the CEA scenario, the

time-varying characteristic is much stronger. With the same time change, the BER

result in the CEA scenario appears the higher change ratio. The reason behind this

phenomena is that for the CA scenario, only the distance between the BS and the MRS

and AoA are time-varying, but for the CEA scenario, besides these pro-mentioned

parameters, the K factor which has significantly influence on the correlation properties

of the channel is also time-varying.
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If we look back to Fig.4.4, we can find that the correlation of sub-channels for CA

scenario is much lower than that of the CEA scenario. In principle, the BER perfor-

mance of the CA scenario should be better than the CEA scenario. However, from

Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8, it is clear the SM system has superior performance under the

CEA scenario. That is because under the CA scenario, the SM system suffers much

stronger ISI than the CEA scenario. From this comparison, we can conclude that the

ISI is the key effector to the performance of SM system under the wideband channel.

Again, it indicates the importance of using equaliser in real systems.

4.4.3 Influence of Stationary Interval on BER Performance

In Fig. 4.9 and 4.10, the BER performance are investigated in terms of the sta-

tionary interval. In our simulation, the stationary interval are selected for threshold

Cthreshold = 0.9. From simulation results, it is clear that within the stationary inter-

val, due to the correlation between sub-channels maintains relatively stationary, the

BER performance can also keep a stable behaviour. However, as the time difference

increased, due to the correlation property becomes below the necessary threshold, the

behaviour on BER performance changes.

4.4.4 Impact of Non-ideal Channel Estimation Errors and

Doppler Shift on BER Performance

In Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.12, the BER performance of SM system are investigated under

the CA scenario with the non-ideal channel estimation, impacts of channel estimation

delay and Doppler frequency are considered. It can be observed that theoretical upper

bounds and simulation results can match very well for all cases. The accuracy and

the flexibility of our theoretical BER framework can be noticed, it can capture the

BER behaviour of SM system under the complex HST propagation scenarios.

In Fig. 4.11, the BER performance is investigated with different estimation delay

while under the case of fixed Doppler frequency (fmax=722 Hz). It can be observed
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Figure 4.9: BER performance for SM system under the CA scenario in terms of
stationary interval,∆t = tint=0.0596 s.

that better BER performance can be achieved with the smaller channel estimation.

This predominance can be explained by Fig. 4.13. It can be observed that with the

fixed Doppler frequency, the shorter time difference (also refers to channel estimation

delay) will result in the better coherence between the estimated channel and the real

channel.

In Fig. 4.12, the BER performance of SM with fixed estimation delay (τ=0.2ms)

but different Doppler frequency are illustrated. It can be found that with the fixed

estimation delay, the higher Doppler frequency which corresponding to the higher

speed will cause the poor BER performance. That is because the higher Doppler

frequency will shorten the coherence time of the channel. In our system, it will make

the bigger difference between the estimated channel and the real channel. From this

figure, it can be concluded that when under the high movement speed, communication

systems should spend more resource on channel estimation in order to provide the

reliable service.
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Figure 4.10: BER performance for SM system under the CEA scenario in terms
of stationary interval,∆t = tint=0.0078 s.

4.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have investigated the performance of SM systems under a non-

stationary wideband HST channel model with different propagation scenarios. Mea-

surement results are involved which make the channel more accurate to capture the

reality of HST communication scenarios. Accurate theoretical BER expression of SM

under non-stationary wideband channel assumed non-ideal channel estimation has

been derived. The influence of different time-varying parameters on the BER per-

formance of SM system have comprehensively been studied. Additionally, a novel

statistic property to accurate describe the non-stationary behaviour named station-

ary interval in terms of the STCF has been presented, and its influence on the BER

performance of SM system has been investigated. Form theoretical and simulation

results, we have observed that the BER performance of SM system shows a timing-

varying behaviour due to the non-stationary HST channel model. Also, the BER
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Figure 4.11: BER performance for SM system under the CA scenario in terms of
different estimation delays, fmax=722 Hz.

performance of SM system under the HST channel model are mainly affected by the

correlation between sub-channels, ISI, Doppler shift, and channel estimation delay.
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Chapter 5
Performance Investigation of Spatial

Modulation Systems Under A

Kronecker-Based Massive-MIMO Channel

Model of Multiple User Scenarios

5.1 Introduction

In order to fulfil the dramatically increasing demand on reliability, capacity and

energy-spectral efficiency for wireless communications systems, novel physical layer

transmit technologies have been widely investigated [9]. In recent years, massive

MIMO systems which are equipped with tens even hundreds of antennas, have at-

tracted significant research interests due to their potential capability to fulfil afore-

mentioned requirements [98]–[101].

How to implement a massive MIMO system is still a challenge in practical. Existing

MIMO technologies including the spatial multiplexing and the spatial diversity [131],

[132], have achieved great success in current wireless communication systems [99].

However, these technologies suffer from various of drawbacks such as the ICI and high

system complexity, and hence they are not suitable for massive MIMO systems. In
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recent years, SM has attracted lots of research interests due to it outstanding per-

formance in achieving good trade-off between the system performance and the com-

plexity [21]–[23]. These advantages make SM be considered as a promising candidate

technology for Massive MIMO systems.

In realistic conditions, a massive MIMO system usually works in the multi-user (MU)

case, and how to eliminate the inter-user-interference (IUI) is an important technical

issue. In general, there are two ways to solve this problem. The first method is to

use the TDMA scheme [133], [134], which means at a certain time slot, all antennas

will serve only one user. Under the TDMA scheme, the IUI problem can be totally

avoided, and as it does not require channel knowledge at the Tx side, the system

complexity is significantly reduced. However, when combining the TDMA scheme

with SM systems, as it uses only one active antenna to transmit data to one user, the

utilization of antenna elements and the system achievable sum rate are lower than

other technologies. For the second framework, precoding methods were employed to

enable the TX to send signals to all users at the same time using all transmit antennas.

In [135]–[137], research works for precoding schemes for MU-MIMO systems have

been reported, in which some well-known precoding schemes such as minimum mean-

squared error (MMSE), zero-forcing (ZF), matched filter (MF) have been investigated.

However, these methods are not suitable for SM systems as they all eliminate the

channel’s effects, which will lose the data carried by antenna indexes [138]. Besides, all

of these methods can only support using a single receive antenna for each user, which

will deprive the benefit of receive diversity. It is necessary to involve some specific

precoding methods for SM. In [139], [140], a method named block diagonalization (BD)

was introduced, its basic idea is to compose the precoding matrix that represents the

null-space of IUI using the singular value decomposition (SVD). The most attractive

characteristics of this method are it can support multiple receive antennas and with

the ability to keep the channel’s effects, which make it possible to establish precoding

SM systems with the receive diversity gain.

Most existing researches on the performance of SM technologies so far only focus

on single-user point to point scenarios [26], [43], [114], [141] for small scale MIMO
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systems. In recent years, some researchers attempted to investigate SM under MU

massive MIMO scenarios, related works have been reported in [142]–[146]. However,

there are following research gaps for the researches on MU-SM systems. Firstly, to

the best of author’s knowledge, most researches on MU-SM only focus on the uplink

scenario, there is rarely research on the downlink case. Secondly, most researchers

tried to use precoding schemes to eliminate the IUI. However, due to the limitation

of selected precoding methods, each user can use only single receive antenna, and

hence the study of receive diversity is missing. Thirdly, there is not sufficient research

on practical massive MIMO systems. In some so-called massive MIMO systems, the

number of transmit antennas was even less than 32, and for most of these research

works, only conventional MIMO channel models and even i.i.d channel models were

used to investigate the performance of massive MIMO systems. These channel mod-

els are not able to accurately represent the fading characteristics of massive MIMO

channels.

In order to fulfil these research gaps, in this work, the performance of SM in the mas-

sive MIMO systems under MU scenarios is investigated under a KBSM that specifi-

cally developed for massive MIMO scenarios. In this work, massive MIMO SM systems

are established using both the TDMA scheme and the BD based precoding scheme,

different channel configurations (cluster evolution factors) and different system set-

tings are considered to comprehensively analyse and compare the BER performance

of both solutions.

Over all, we can highlight the main contributions and novelties of this work as follows.

1. SM is investigated under MU scenarios using a channel model that specifically

proposed for massive MIMO systems. A comprehensive study on the BER

performance of SM systems under this massive MIMO channel model is carried

out. How different channel factors affect the system BER performance such as

evolution factors of cluster, number of users are thoroughly studied.

2. An accurate theoretical BER expression for MU-SM system using BD-precoding

scheme is presented. To the best of author’s knowledge, there is no relevant
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study to derive out the theoretical BER expression of MU-SM systems under

the precoding scheme supporting multiple receive antennas for each user.

3. The BER performance of different MIMO technologies include TD-SM, BD-

SM, BD-V-BLAST and the conventional channel inversion [147] are compared.

The influence of different system settings on the system performance such as

the number of users and data rate are considered. This is the first time that

SM using the BD percoding scheme is compared with other MIMO technologies

under multiple-user scenarios.

The remainder of this chapter will be organized as follows. In Section 5.2, systems ar-

chitectures of MU-massive MIMO systems using the TDMA-SM and BD-SM schemes

are introduced. In Section 5.3, the KBSM for the massive MIMO scenario are de-

scribed. The theoretical BER expression of TD-SM and BD-SM massive MIMO sys-

tems under the KBSM for the massive MIMO scenario is derived in Section 5.4. In

Section 5.5, simulation results are presented and analysed. Finally, conclusions are

drawn in Section 5.6.

5.2 Systems Architectures of MU-SM Massive MIMO

systems

5.2.1 The Time-Division Multiple-users SM System

For a MU system using the TDMA scheme, at each time instant, BS only transmits

data to one user. Thus, compared with other multiple access schemes, the system

complexity of the TDMA system can be significantly decreased as it is not necessary

to employ complex precoding process to mitigate IUI. Let us assume there is a system

with K users, the BS is equipped with Nt antenna elements. At each instant, only

one antenna is used to transmit data to a single user. The bit stream for each user

is divided into two parts, the first log2(Nt) bits are carried by the antenna index,

which is also used for the antenna selection. The other log2(M) bits are transmitted
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Figure 5.1: Block diagram of TD multiple users Spatial Modulation system

through the digital modulated symbol, where M is the modulation order. Thus, at

each time instant, m = log2(Nt) + log2(M) bits are transmitted, where m is the

spectral efficiency of the SM system in the unit of bits/symbol. An example of a TD-

MU-SM system is given in Fig. 5.1, at the time instant for a selected user, modulated

symbol S is transmitted through the selected active antenna to the user.

Mathematically, the detailed expression of the K users TDMA system at the time

slot of the kth user can be written as

Y (tk) = HS(tk) + N , k = 1.2...K. (5.1)

H is the channel matrix vector, its dimension is K × 1, which can be expressed as

H =
[
HT

1 HT
2 ... HT

k ... HT
K

]T
(5.2)

each element Hk(1 6 k 6 K) is the channel matrix for the corresponding kth user.

N is the complex AWGN vector for the system, [.]T denotes transpose operation.

S(tk) is the transmit vector for K users at the time slot for the kth user tk, while each

element is the signal vector for the corresponding user. As the system works under

the TDMA scheme, thus at the time instant of the kth user, only the element of the
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kth user in S(tk) is not zero, which is with the expression of

S(tk) = [ 0 ... Sk(tk) ... 0 ]TK×1 (5.3)

Let Sk(tk) denote the transmit signal vector of the kth user at the Tx side at time

tk, which is a Nt × 1-size vector. For SM, as only one transmit antenna is active at

each time instant, Sk(tk) can be further expressed as Sk(tk) = [0, ..., s, ..., 0]Nt
T . As

each user is equipped with Nr antennas, at the Rx side of the kth user, the received

Nr × 1-dimensional signal vector yk(tk) can be written as:

yk(tk) = Hk(tk)Sk(tk) + nk. (5.4)

In addition, Hk(tk) is the Nr × Nt channel matrix of the kth user at time tk, each

element hq,p(tk) is the channel impulse response between the pth Tx and the qth Rx.

Detailed procedure of generating channel impulse responses for the massive channel

model will be introduced in next section. n is the AWGN vector of each user.

In this system, the Tx and the Rx are assumed to be with the perfect synchronization

in both time and frequency domains. Besides, it is assumed that the full channel

state information (CSI) is available at the Rx in this work. The optimum ML detec-

tor proposed in [56] is employed to estimate the transmit antenna index p̂ and the

transmitted data symbol s for each user as

[p̂, s]k = arg min
p,m

(
‖yk −HkSl,m‖2

F

)
p ∈ {1 : NT} , m ∈ {1 : M}and k ∈ {1 : K}

, (5.5)

where ‖·‖F denotes the Frobenius norm.

5.2.2 The BD Precoding Based MU SM System

The principle of the BD precoding has been introduced in [139], [140], its basic idea

is to generate the precoding matrix represents the null space of IUI. In Fig. 5.2,
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Figure 5.2: Block diagram of BD multiple users Spatial Modulation system

the system architecture of a precoding based MU-SM system is shown. Let us still

assume a system has K users, and in this system, each user is equipped with Nr

receive antennas, while the BS uses Nt antennas. Thus, the channel matrix can still

be expressed by (5.2). For the kth user (1 6 k 6 K), its interference channel matrix

H̃ can be defined as:

H̃k =
[
HT

1 ... HT
k−1 HT

k+1 ... HT
k−1

]T
(5.6)

The precoding matrix for this user can be obtained through the SVD product of H̃k

as:

H̃k = ŨkΣ̃k

[
Ṽ

(1)
k Ṽ

(0)
k

]H
. (5.7)

In (5.7), [.]H is the Hermitian transpose. In order to clearly describe the principle,

let us define Jk = Nt − (K − 1) × Nr, which is the maximum number beamforming

patterns of the system and it should be a positive number. Thus for an BD based

MU system, it should firstly fulfil the condition that Nt >
K−1∑
k=1

Nr. The precoding

matrix Ṽ
(0)
k is with the dimension of Nt × Jk. In a conventional SM system, antenna

indexes are used to carry information. However, for a MU-BD-SM system, it uses

the BD precoding scheme to generate beams to eliminate IUI, and all antenna are
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active. Thus, in a BD-SM system, what is used to carry out spatial modulation is

the beamforming pattern index rather than the antenna index. So, for a BD-SM

system, following conditions should be fulfilled. Firstly, in order to use the beam

pattern index to carry information, the minimum pattern numbers should be not less

than 2 as Jk > 2. Secondly, the maximum bits that can be carried by the pattern

index is blog2(Jk)c, where bc is the floor function. We can observe that in a BD-MU-

SM system, the pattern number of each user is 2 6 N 6 Jk, the precoding matrix

Ṽk is with the dimension of Nt × N . The spectral efficiency m can be expressed as

m = log2(N) + log2(M) .

Let us define the coded transmit signal vector S as

S =
[
Ṽ1S1 ... ṼkSk ... ṼKSK

]
. (5.8)

Sk(1 6 k 6 K) is the transmitted signal vector for the kth user with the dimension

of N × 1, and there is only one non-zero element in the vector Sk. For the system,

mathematically, this procedure can be expressed as

Y =



y1

...

yk

...

yK


=



H1

...

Hk

...

HK


[
Ṽ1S1 · · · ṼkSk · · · ṼKSK

]
+ n

=



H1Ṽ1S1 · · · 0 · · · 0
...

. . . · · · · · · ...

0 · · · HkṼkSk · · · 0
... · · · · · · . . .

...

0 · · · 0 · · · HK ṼKSK


+ N . (5.9)
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It can be observed from (5.9) that IUI can be totally avoided. For each user, its Nr×1

received signal vector can be expressed as

yk = HkρkṼkSk + nk. (5.10)

where ρk is the scaling factor to normalize the power, which is with the expression of

:

ρk =

√
ETr

tr((Ṽk) · (Ṽk)
H

)
(5.11)

where ETr is the transmit power, and tr(.) is the trace of a matrix.

In BD based precoding schemes, the effective channel can be expressed as: HE = HṼ .

Under this channel, there are N beamforming patterns generated which also equals to

the dimension of the precoding matrix. If we investigate the cross correlation function

(CCF) of different beam patterns pi and pk, we can write

CCFpipk = (HṼ (i))(HṼ (k))∗ = HṼ (i)Ṽ (k)∗H∗ (5.12)

From the feature of SVD process, it is easy to prove that Ṽ (i) and Ṽ (k) are orthogonal.

Thus, the CCF of two beam patterns can be derived to be zero, which means these is no

correlation between two beamforming patterns. In this work,beamforming patterns

can be treated as sub channels in conventional SM systems, and it is well-known

that low correlation between sub channels can greatly improve the performance of

SM systems. Thus, the advantage of using the BD based precoding scheme can

be announced as it can generate ‘i.i.d propagation channels’ for spatial modulation

systems even under highly correlated channel conditions (for example, TX and Rx

are close to each other, which is the very common environment for millimetre wave

communications systems).

The ML detector can still work under the BD frame-work. However, the task of the

detector is to estimate the beamforming pattern number p rather than the antenna

index, and the transmitted symbol s is jointly detected at the same time, which can
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be expressed as:

[p̂, s]k = arg min
p,l

(∥∥∥yk −HkṼkSp,m

∥∥∥2

F

)
p ∈ {1 : N} , m ∈ {1 : M}and k ∈ {1 : K}

, (5.13)

5.3 The Massive MIMO Channel Model

In principle, in massive MIMO system, both the base station and the Rx can equip

large numbers of antennas. However, in reality, limited by the device size and power

assumption, only the base station can use large numbers of antenna. Thus, the mas-

sive MIMO system usually be assumed as a ’unbalanced’ system [98]. In this work,

under this assumption, a MU-Massive MIMO system is considered as each user is

equipped with two antennas, while the base station employed 64 transmit antennas.

Correspondingly, the channel model used in this work is under this assumption.

For a conventional KBSM MIMO channel model, its general expression can be com-

posed as

H = R
1
2
RHWR

1
2
T , (5.14)

where HW is the i.i.d. Gaussian entries with the dimension of Nr × Nt , RR (Nr ×

Nr dimension) and RT (Nt × Nt dimension) are the correlation matrices of Tx and

Rx receptively, and can be assumed as Toeplitz matrices when using uniform linear

antennas. The Tx and Rx correlation matrices are composed by spatial correlation

coefficients TR/T,mn, which indicate the correlations between the mth and the nth

antenna. As mentioned earlier, due to the widely spread of antennas in Massive

MIMO systems, different cluster sets may be observed by different antennas. In [111],

Wu et al. optimized the channel model by considering the evolution of clusters on the

array axis. In this model, the scatter survival probability with the expression of [109],

[110]

ER/T,mn = e−β|m−n| (5.15)

which describes the probability that the mth antenna shares the same clusters with the

nth antenna. β is the evolution factor which indicates how fast the scatters disappear.
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Figure 5.3: Number of scatterers shared with Antenna 1 in terms of antenna
indices (100 initial scatterers in Antenna 1)

At the Rx, a similar analysis can also be carried out. Thus, the correlation coefficient

can be expressed as:

RE
R/T,mn = ER/T,mnRR/T,mn (5.16)

Finally, the channel impulse response can be generated based on (5.14) and (5.16) as

H = (RE
R)

1
2HW (RE

T )
1
2 = (ER �RR)

1
2HW (ET �RT )

1
2 (5.17)

where � is the Hadamard product of two matrices. In the following chapters, this

model is used to test the performance of different massive MIMO systems.
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5.3.1 Evolution of Clusters in the Massive MIMO Channel

Model

In Fig. 5.3, the number of scatters that other antennas shared with antenna 1 is

shown considering different cluster evolution factors. It is necessary to note that

when β = 0, all antennas share the same set of clusters, thus the channel model

becomes a conventional MIMO channel model. When β =∞, the channel becomes a

i.i.d channel model as there in no same cluster that shared by different antennas.

5.3.2 Spatial Correlation Function

In order to describe the correlation of sub-channels, the statistic property named

spatial correlation function is involved with the expression of

Rh(∆xT , ∆xR) = E{hp,q (t)h∗p′q′(t)} (5.18)

where ∆xR and ∆xT are antenna spacing at receiver and transmitter side.

In Fig. 5.4, the spatial correlation function of the Tx side is shown. From these

two figures, it can be observed that under the massive MIMO channel model, with

higher cluster evolution factors, the number of clusters shared by different antennas

will be smaller. This phenomenon will further result in lower correlation between

sub-channels. Compared with conventional MIMO and i.i.d MIMO channel models,

the fading characteristic of this massive MIMO channel model used in this work is

significantly different, which indicates the necessity to use specific massive MIMO

channel models to design and test the performance of massive MIMO systems.
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Figure 5.4: The spatial correlation of the KBSM for Massive MIMO system.

5.4 Theoretical BER Analysis

5.4.1 The Theoretical BER Expression of TD-MU-SM Sys-

tems

For a TD-MU-SM system, at each time instant, all Tx antennas only transmit data to

one user. Thus, this case is similar to the conventional point-to-point scenario, and its

theoretical BER can be approached via the union bound method mentioned in [26],

[115], [116]. Here, we can define xnt,l as the transmitted symbol l from antenna nt,

l = 1, 2...M, nt = 1, 2...Nt. The theoretical upper-bound expression of the BER for

the kth user can be expressed as

ABERk 6
1

NtM

1

m

∑
nt 6=ñt

∑
l 6=l̃

[
NH(xnt,l → xñt,l̃)P (xnt,l → xñt,l̃ |Hk )

]
(5.19)
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where NH(xnt,l → xñt,l̃) is the Hamming distance between xnt,l and xñt,l̃, and the

pairwise error probability (PEP) that xnt,l is detected to xñt,l̃ under the channel Hk

is expressed as P (xnt,l → xñt,l̃ |Hk ). For a ML detector, the error only happens when

‖yk −Hkxnt,l‖
2 >

∥∥yk −Hkxñt,l̃
∥∥2

. If we define e = xnt,l − xñt,l̃, the PEP can be

expressed as [116]

P (xnt,l → xñt,l̃ |Hk ) = P (‖y −Hkxnt,l‖
2 >

∥∥y −Hkxñt,l̃
∥∥2

) = Q(γ‖Hke‖2), (5.20)

where γ is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), Q(.) is the Q-function. Based on the

alternative integral expression of Q-function using MGF-based approach [116], [115],

(5.20) can be rewritten as

P (xnt,l → xñt,l̃ |Hk ) =
1

π

∫ π/2

0

M(γ
1

sin2θ
)dθ. (5.21)

In (5.21), M(.) is the MGF of ‖Hke‖2, which can be expressed as

M(s) =
Nr∏
j=1

(1− sλiµ)−1, (5.22)

where λi is the eigenvalue of RR and µ is the eigenvalue of eeHRT . Substituting (5.21),

(5.22) into (5.19), the final expression of the theoretical BER expression for the kth

user of a TD-MU-SM is

ABERk 6
1

π

1

NtM

1

m

∑
nt 6=ñt

∑
l 6=l̃

[
NH(xnt,l → xñt,l̃)

∫ π
2

0

Nr∏
j=1

(1− γ

sin2θ
λiµ)

−1

dθ

]
(5.23)

5.4.2 The Theoretical BER Expression of BD-MU-SM Sys-

tems

For the BD-MU-SM system, we can still follow the similar principle as stated above

to derive the theoretical BER expression. However, due to some data are mapped to

the beamforming pattern index, the error case should be expressed as xnb,l → xnb̃,l̃
,
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which means the transmitted symbol l using the beamforming pattern nb is detected

to symbol l̃ carried by the nb̃ beamforming pattern, (l, l̃) = 1, 2...M ; (nb, nb̃) = 1, 2...N .

The theoretical upper-bound expression of the BER for the kth user can be expressed

as

ABEPk 6
1

NM

1

m

∑
nb 6=ñt

∑
l6=l̃

[
NH(xnb,l → xnb̃ ,̃l

)P(xnb,l → xnb̃ ,̃l

∣∣HE
k )
]
. (5.24)

whereNH(xnb,l → xnb̃,l̃
) is the Hamming distance between xnb,l and xnb̃,l̃

, and P (xnb,l →

xnb̃,l̃
∣∣HE

k ) is the PEP of the error that occurs under the effective channel HE. From

(5.9), we can write the expression of HE
k as

HE
k = HkṼk = R

1
2
R,kHWR

1
2
T,kṼk = R

1
2
R,kHW (RT,kṼ

2)
1
2 . (5.25)

Thus, for the effective channel, its Rx correlation matrix is not changed, but the Tx

correlation matrix is changed by the precoding matrix, and the Tx effective correlation

matrix is RE,T,k = RT,kṼ
2. For the ML detector of the BD-MU-SM system, the error

will occur under the case that
∥∥yk −HE

kρkxnb,l
∥∥2
>
∥∥∥yk −HE

kρkxnb̃,l̃

∥∥∥2

. We can also

defined the error vector e = xnb,l − xnb̃,l̃.

The expression of PEP in (5.24) can be expressed as

P (xnb,l → xnb̃,l̃
∣∣HE

k ) = P (
∥∥yk −HE

kρkxnb,l
∥∥2
>
∥∥∥yk −HE

kρkxnb̃,l̃

∥∥∥2

)

= Q(γE
∥∥HE

ke
∥∥2

), (5.26)

γE is the effective SNR, which can be expressed as γE = ρ2
kγ. Similar to the TD-MU-

SM case, the PEP can be expressed by the MGF-based approach in (5.21) using the

MGF of
∥∥HE

ke
∥∥2

. However, for the BD case, the value of µ in (5.22) is the eigenvalue

of eeHRE,T,k. Finally, we can express the final theoretical BER expression for the kth

user of a BD-MU-SM as
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Finally, we can express the final theoretical BER expression for the kth user of a

BD-MU-SM as

ABERk 6
1

π

1

NM

1

m

∑
nb 6=ñb

∑
l 6=l̃

[
NH(xnb,l → xñb,l̃)

∫ π
2

0

Nr∏
j=1

(1− γE
sin2θ

λiµ)
−1

dθ

]
(5.27)

5.5 Simulation Results and Discussions

In this section, different simulation results are used to evaluate the performance of

SM systems under the massive MIMO channel model for multiple user cases. For all

simulations, the base station is assumed to be equipped with 64 transmit antennas,

and for each user, 2 receive antennas are equipped. For a fair comparison, we assume

that the transmit power and the data rate of each user are the same. All simulation

results are obtained through Monte Carlo simulation. For each point in following

figures, results of 10 runs (each run transmits 100000 symbols) are averaged to get

the final value.

5.5.1 Comparison between Theoretical Results and Simula-

tion Results

In Fig. 5.5, theoretical results of BER performance for the TD-MU-SM and BD-MU-

SM systems under the massive channel model, are compared with simulation results

considering different cluster evolution factors β. For both systems, the data rate is

m=7 bits/symbol/user. For the TD-SM system, 6 bits are carried by antenna indexes

and the BPSK modulation scheme is employed to carry the other bit. For the BD-SM

system, 32 beamforming patterns are used by each user, thus the index can carry 5

bits information, the other 2 bits will be carried by QPSK modulation symbols.

From this figure, we can obtain following observations. This figure indicates an excel-

lent approximation of the theoretical derivation with simulation results for all systems

under different channel configurations, especially in the high SNR range where SNR
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Figure 5.5: Theoretical and simulated BER results of SM systems under the
KBSM MIMO channel model.

≥ 15 dB. Based on this comparison, we can conclude that the theoretical BER upper-

bound offers a reasonable accuracy, which indicates the correctness of the theoretical

derivation.

5.5.2 Comparison between TD-MU-SM and DB-MU-SM in

Massive MIMO Systems

Also, from Fig.5.5, it is clear that with the same data rate and using the same transit

power for each user, the TD-MU-SM system can offer better performance in terms of

BER than the BD-MU-SM system even when the BD system is with the CSI at the

Tx side.

That is because for TD-MU-SM systems, at each time instant, only one antenna

transmits signals to one user, thus the IUI can be totally avoided. While for the BD-

MU-SM system, as the precoding matrix is applied to the transmitted signal, which
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leads to a loss of transmit power for IUI cancellation. Consequently, the effective

power for the signal transmission in BD scheme is lower.

However, it is necessary to point out that the total system data rate for the BD-MU-

SM system is higher than the TD system (K ×m Vs. m) with the expense of using

more transmit power. Thus, for the TD scheme, in order to obtain the same data

rate, it should use higher order modulation schemes.

From this analysis, we can observe that the TD scheme is suitable to light-load MU

systems that require low system complexity and high accuracy, while the BD scheme

is suitable for heavy-load systems that require high system capacity.

5.5.3 Impact of Scatters Evolution Factors on TD-MU-SM

and DB-MU-SM Massive MIMO Systems

In Fig. 5.5, we can find that under the channel condition with the higher cluster

evolution factor β, both the TD-MU-SM and BD-MU-SM systems can obtain the

better BER performance compared with the case that of lower clusters evolution

factors.

We can explain this phenomena from the knowledge of Section III. It has been proved

by Fig. 5.3 that with the higher clusters evolution factors, the probability that dif-

ferent antennas observe different sets of clusters will be increased, which results in

lower correlation between different sub-channels as shown in Fig. 5.4. Under the TD

scheme, lower correlation between sub-channels make it easier for the Rx to correctly

detect the active antennas, thus the system BER performance is better, as the TD-SM

scheme can be treated as a conventional SM system. While under the BD scheme, the

lower correlation between sub-channels decreases the difficulty to eliminate the IUI,

which can be represented by the lower power assumption of precoding matrix, thus

more power can be used to transmit effective data and the BER performance can be

improved.
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Figure 5.6: BER performance of BD-MU-SM systems using different systems
settings, β = 1 .

5.5.4 BER Performance of BD-MU-SM Systems Under Dif-

ferent System Settings and Scatters Evolution Factors

In Fig. 5.6 and 5.7, the BER performance of BD-MU-SM system is investigated under

different system settings and different channel assumptions (β = 0.3 and 1). For the

system, it is assumed that there are 8 users, and the data rate of each user is m=9

bits/symbol.

Comparing these two figures, again, we can find that the higher clusters evolution

factor results in better BER performance. In Fig. 5.6, we can find that in the low SNR

range, using fewer beamforming patterns to carry information results in the better

BER performance. While at the high SNR range, using more beamforming patterns

and lower order modulation schemes can achieve the better BER performance. And

a crossing roughly at 15 dB can be found.
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Figure 5.7: BER performance of BD-MU-SM systems using different systems
settings, β = 0.3

Regarding these phenomena, we can give the following explanation. When using the

BD scheme, smaller beamforming pattern numbers mean power is more concentrated,

and as the number of patterns is small, the task of the detector will be easier which

decreases the probability of error occur. Bur at the high SNR range, the benefit

of lower index detection error is overstepped by the use of lower order modulation

schemes. Thus, at the high SNR range, using larger numbers of beamforming patterns

plus lower modulation schemes can get better perform in BER.

If we investigate Fig. 5.7, we can get the similar conclusion. However, compared with

the case of higher cluster evolution factors, the difference between different system

settings is not significant, and the position of the crossing point is located nearly

at 20dB. The reason behind this phenomenon is the high correlation between sub-

channels. Due to the high correlation, the benefit from using beamforming patterns

to carry information is decreased. In this case, the system performance is mainly
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Figure 5.8: BER performance of different systems with 4 users, β = 0.3, data
rate= 8bits /symbol/user.

determined by the SNR, thus, different system settings result in relative similar per-

formance.

5.5.5 Comparison Between Different MU Massive MIMO So-

lutions

In Figs. 5.8–5.11, the BER performance of the TD-MU-SM system and the BD

MU-SM system are compared with the V-BLAST technologies and the conventional

channel inversion method under the massive channel model with different data rates

and numbers of users. In all simulations, the evolution factor for the channel is

configured as β = 0.3.

For the V-BLAST system, in order to make the comparison fair, the BD precoding

scheme is also used at the Tx side to eliminate inter-user interference and the ML

detector is employed as the Rx algorithm. As the V-BLAST system requires that the
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Figure 5.9: BER performance of different systems with 4 users, β = 0.3, data
rate= 10bits /symbol/user..

receive antenna number should not be smaller than the number of layers, the number

of the beamforming patterns for the V-BLAST system is configured as two for each

user.

For the channel inversion method, the precoding matrix is given as the MoorePenrose

pseudoinverse of the channel matrix H, which can be expressed as W = HH(HHH)−1,

and in this system, only single receive antenna deployed in each user.

From all figures, firstly, it is clear that for all systems, when working under lower data

rates, the system performance is better as the power averaged to each bit is higher.

Secondly, for both BD-SM and BD-V-BLAST systems, when the number of users

increases, the system performance is worse.

The reason behind this phenomenon is with more users, the system would use more

power to eliminate the inter-user-interference. As the transmit power for the system
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Figure 5.10: BER performance of different systems with 16 users, β = 0.3, data
rate= 8 bits /symbol/user..

is fixed, the power for transmitting effective signals will be decreased. So the system

performance will be worse.

For the TD-SM system, as there is only one user being served, its BER performance

is not affected by the number of users. Compared with other two technologies, the

TD-SM scheme can obtain the best performances under all cases. But for the TD-

SM scheme, the system’s total data rate is much lower than other systems under

heavy-load scenarios as it can only serve one user at each time slot.

Compared with BD-SM systems and BD-V-BLAST systems, the BD-SM system can

achieve great enhancement in BER performance at the range of SNR < 28 dB. For the

V-BLAST system, under the case of low date rate and small number of users, it can

obtain better performance at the extremely high SNR range (SNR >28 dB), however,

when under the case of high data rate with large number of users, the BD-SM system

is still superior than the BD-V-BLAST system.
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Figure 5.11: BER performance of different systems with 16 users, β = 0.3, data
rate= 10bits /symbol/user.

Compared with the conventional channel inversion method, the advantage of the BD

base precoding scheme can be announced. Benefited from supporting multiple receive

antennas, the BER performance of all BD based systems is superior as the result of

receive diversity gain.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter, we investigated the performance of SM systems under a KBSM mas-

sive MIMO channel model with different system settings and channel configurations.

Based on our research, we can conclude that higher evolution factors values of scat-

ters can lead to better BER performance for SM systems due to the lower correlation

between sub-channels. TD-MU-SM system can obtain better BER performance with

the cost of lower system data rate. The BD-MU-SM system can get better trade-off

between the system data rate and the BER performance, which is a better option for
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heavy loaded MU wireless communication systems. Compared with BD-V-BLAST

and conventional channel inversion systems, both SM systems can obtain better BER

performance considering different data rates and numbers of users under low SNR

range. From all simulation results, the advantage of using SM for massive MIMO

systems in terms of system performance, complexity and flexibility can be declared.
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For this thesis, a study on the BER performance of SM under carefully selected channel

models of typical 5G scenarios are presented. This work clearly reflects the trends

and focus of the research on 5G wireless technologies. In this concluding chapter, all

the key findings of previous chapters will be summarised, and some interesting future

research directions will be suggested.

6.1 Summary of Results

In Chapter 3, the BER performance of SM is investigated under a 3D MIMO channel

model of V2V scenarios. Different system settings and propagation conditions have

been considered, and their influences on system performance are investigated. The

theoretical ABER expression is derived through the union-bound method, and veri-

fied with simulation results to prove its accuracy. Theoretical and simulation results

indicate that the lower modulation scheme can offer better BER performance due

to the higher power allocated to each bit. When under the high VTD scenario, the

SM system can get the better BER performance compared with that under the low

VTD scenario. The higher moving speed, which is represented by the higher Doppler

shift, can result in the worse BER performance due to the higher outage probability.

Compared with 2D channel models, the BER performance of SM system is superior
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when it is under the 3D model. That is because the extended vertical dimension

which results in the lower correlations between sub-channels. Compared with other

conventional MIMO technologies including the spatial multiplexing and the spatial

diversity, the advantage of SM in terms of BER performance, spectral efficiency and

system can be announced.

In Chapter 4, a non-stationary wideband MIMO channel for HST scenarios is used

to investigate the performance of SM systems. Based on measurement results, the

channel model is further configured into two sub-scenarios depending on the distance

between BS and Rx. Non-ideal channel estimation is considered to make this work

more realistic. Accurate theoretical ABER expressions are derived which can reflect

the influence of channel model’s characteristic. A novel statistical property named

stationary interval in terms of the STCF is presented to accurately describe the non-

stationary behaviour of the channel model. Its influence on the performance of the

SM system is thoroughly investigated. From all simulation and theoretical results, it

can be observed that the BER performance of SM systems shows a timing-varying

behaviour due to the non-stationary characteristic of the HST channel model. Within

the stationary interval, the channel can be treated as stationary and the system per-

formance also shows stationary behaviour within this time instant. Besides, it can be

observed that the BER performance of SM systems are mainly affected by the cor-

relation between sub-channels, ISI, Doppler shift and channel estimation delay when

under this HST channel model.

In Chapter 5, under a KBSM specifically designed for massive MIMO channels, the

BER performance of SM system is thoroughly investigated for MU scenarios. MU-

Massive MIMO systems constructed with TDMA-MU and BD-MU schemes are con-

sidered. Theoretical ABER expressions for both schemes are derived. Verified by

simulation results, the reasonable accuracy of these two theoretical BER frameworks

can be declared. The channel model considers the evolution factor which represents

the birth-death process of clusters shared by two antennas. Based on the investigation

of this influence, it can be observed that higher evolution factors can lead to the better

BER performance due to the lower correlation between sub-channels. Compared with
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the BD-MU-SM system, the TD-MU-SM system can get the better BER performance

with the cost of the lower system data rate. The BD-MU-SM system can offer better

trade-off between system data rate and BER performance, which is a better option

for heavy load MU wireless communication systems. Compared with BD-VBLAST

system and the conventional channel inversion method, the advantage of SM in the

system performance, complexity and flexibility can be declared.

6.2 Future Research Directions

6.2.1 Investigation on SM in System Level

SM is a physical layer transmit technology, it will finally be embedded into a com-

munications system. How this technology affects the system level performance is still

an uncovered area on the research of SM. The researches on this topic is meaningful

to the development of 5G systems. This study can be started by transplanting SM

technologies into system level simulators such as LTE-A system simulators. Then,

the investigation on the influence of using SM on different system level performance

criteria, such as system throughput under different system settings and scenarios, can

be carried out. The next step is to study the optimisation problem of using SM in

wireless communications systems. From this research, the methodology of optimising

SM technology to improve system performance can be established, which will be with

the guideline meaning to the development of 5G systems.

6.2.2 Combination of Millimetre Wave Communications and

SM

In recent years, as a result of the rapid growth of high-speed wireless data access,

there is a serious bandwidth shortage all over the world. Nowadays, spectrum recourse

allocated to cellular wireless communications are mainly within the range between 700

MHz and 2.6 GHz. It is reported that all these spectrum resource will be depleted
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within few years. It is necessary to find new spectrum resources for the future wireless

commutations systems. Millimetre wave communications is a promising option as it

can offer large mount of available bandwidth. Besides, due to the wavelength is short,

much smaller antenna element can be used, which make it easier to combine with

massive MIMO technology.

In order to support the development of 5G system, it is necessary to investigate the

performance of the combination of SM and millimetre wave technology. However,

there are still lots of challenges for the combination. For example, due to the high

frequency, the millimetre wave communications system suffers serious path loss, thus

the system can only work for short range with strong LoS propagation. Under this

condition, all sub-channels are highly correlated, which is harmful to SM. How to

make SM work under this propagation scenario is a challenging but meaningful task.

6.2.3 SM for Wireless Body Area Networks

Wearable device is one of the most attracting research topics in recent years, and there

are plenty of products available nowadays. In 5G systems, different wearable devices

will be organised into networks names wireless body area networks (BANs). Wireless

BANs and related device-to-device communications are key issues in the research of

5G. For BANs, the high spectral and energy efficiency are critically required. Besides,

due to some devices are under a movement, it is required that communications tech-

nologies with high robustness should be used. SM is a promising technology to fulfil

these requirements of body area networks. Investigation on the performance of SM in

BANs will be meaningful to the research on future 5G systems.

6.2.4 Index Modulation, Beamforming Pattern Modulation,

... and X Modulation

SM was only treated as a multiple antennas technology at the beginning of its his-

tory, which uses the activated antenna index to carry extra data. As time goes by,
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researches on SM indicate that not only antenna index can be used to carry extra in-

formation, there are lot of resource can be used to encode data. For example, in [148],

some researchers found that in a OFDM system, some information can be mapped to

the index of sub carriers, which is named as the index modulation. In our work of

Chapter 6, it is also found that data can be carried by beamforming patterns rather

than antenna indexes. So at this stage, we should say that SM is not only a multi-

ple antenna technology any more. It is a methodology and a philosophy to transmit

data through some unexploited resource. Here, we end this thesis with the word of X

modulation. What will be the next X?
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